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Electrical Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is used to deliver neuromodulations to investigate 
neurological disorders. However, electrical DBS has restricted spatial and temporal 
resolutions, which limits specific cell-type modulation. Optogenetics addresses this challenge 
by combining light-based stimulation and gene-therapy to achieve cell-specific 
neuromodulations. Yet, current optogenetic stimulation devices are bulky, tethered, and open 
loop, which restricts chronic stimulation and leads to undesirable neuromodulation. 
Miniaturization excludes the need for tethering and facilitates chronic stimulations. In addition, 
a feedback mechanism that relies on real-time observation of neural response to stimulation 
enhances the efficacy of stimulation. Hence, the objective of this thesis is “how to design and 
build a miniaturized tetherless closed-loop optogenetic stimulation (CLOS) device with real-
time feedback”. The thesis presents the design, implementation, and testing of a device that 
includes: (i) a hybrid electrode (HE), (ii) an action potential detector (APD), (iii) an optogenetic 
deep brain stimulator (ODBS), and (iv) a closed-loop control algorithm (CCA) . The HE 
comprises of a miniature flexible board incorporating the detection electrodes and the 
stimulation light source. The APD contains a pre-amplifier, a band pass filter, and a post 
amplifier. The ODBS consists of a low-power microcontroller, and a LED driver.  The CCA 
involves a feature extractor, a fast on/off control algorithm, and a pulse generator. The device 
is constructed and evaluated by bench and in-vitro testing. The thesis presents the evaluations 
results, provides an analysis of the device performance, and discusses the overall operation of 
the CLOS device.  Finally, concluding remarks and suggestions for future directions of this 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
A neurological disorder is a disease in the nervous system which disrupts the normal neural 
functionality. The term neurological disorder applies to widespread neurological conditions, 
which are associated with certain neural activities detected from the brain. For example, 
Parkinson’s disease is a neurological disorder that shows motor symptoms in patients, and 
is associated with β-band oscillations of the brain [1]. However, the root causes of 
neurological disorders are not well understood. As per World Health Organization’s reports, 
neurological disorders are recorded as one of the leading causes of disability [2]. In order to 
reduce such a global health burden, there is an immediate need for enhanced diagnostic and 
therapeutic approaches to treat neurological disorders. 
Current therapeutic options involve a combination of psychological therapies, oral 
medication, drugs, surgeries and device-based therapeutics [1, 3, 4]. Besides, most existing 
therapeutic approaches do not follow clear diagnostic reasoning. This is mostly due to the 
lack of devices that could facilitate better investigational studies of neurological disorders. 
Several existing neuroscience studies have employed the electrical deep brain stimulation 
(DBS) technique, which uses electric pulses to stimulate the target neuron population [5]. 
Although this method has shown promising results, it has notable limitations, particularly in 
regards to its spatial and temporal resolutions. Due to the electrical nature of stimulations, it 
is unlikely to target specific cell-types in the heterogeneous cell structure of the brain [6]. 
Therefore, electrical DBS does not offer the capability to modulate specific cell-type activity, 
which is crucial in neuroscience studies aimed at investigating the causes of neurological 
disorders.  
The drawbacks of electrical DBS can be resolved using a light-based stimulation method 
called optogenetics. Optogenetics uses a combination of light and gene therapy to selectively 
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target specific cell types across the widespread neuron structure of the nervous system [6]. 
Unlike electrical DBS, optogenetics allows selective stimulation of target cell-types without 
any interference from neighbouring neuron populations. Furthermore, the unique 
combination of light-sensitive protein (called opsin) and the wavelength of light, allows 
simultaneous modulation (both excitation and inhibition) of different cell types without any 
mutual interference. The extent of penetration of the light source determines the extent of 
stimulation in the neural structure. Furthermore, with recent innovation in microfabrication, 
it is now feasible to deliver optical stimulation to several brain layers with single-electrode 
and multiple-light sources, which greatly reduces the level of invasiveness and associated 
surgical procedures [7]. 
Although optical stimulation techniques are reported as a promising method for neuroscience 
studies, the lack of real-time analysis of neural response to stimulation limits the efficacy of 
optical stimulations. Most existing devices have employed pre-defined stimulation patterns 
that ignore the stimulation after-effects of target neurons. In these devices, the analysis of 
the recorded neural data is mostly carried out offline, which voids feedback control. This 
results in undesirable neuromodulations and might disrupt the neural activity. This approach 
is called open-loop optogenetic stimulation, because there is no feedback control and it 
ignores the real-time neural response to stimulations. 
 
On the other hand, devices which modulate stimulations based on the real-time analysis of 
neural response from target neurons deliver closed-loop optogenetic stimulations (CLOS). 
In this method, neural responses to stimulations are analyzed in real-time in order to 
distinguish normal and abnormal neural activity, which is used to modulate the stimulation 
parameters, thus establishing feedback control logic. Thus, CLOS devices rely on real-time 
estimation of the neural state, rather than utilizing pre-defined stimulation patterns as seen 
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in open-loop optogenetic devices [8]. Such CLOS device are crucial for neuroscience studies 
aimed at the development of diagnostic and therapeutic methods for neurological disorders. 
 
Several neuroscience studies are carried out in pre-clinical settings which involve small 
animal subjects (e.g., mice). Therefore, it is essential to provide a subject friendly test 
environment, in order to obtain realistic results. However, thus far only desktop-based CLOS 
devices have been implemented. These devices are often bulkier and tethered, which restrict 
the subject’s naturalistic behaviour and movements because of the confined test environment 
[9, 10]. Therefore, the primary focus of this research is to design and develop a power-
efficient, tetherless, low-cost, lightweight, and miniaturized closed-loop optogenetic 
stimulation (CLOS) device suitable for pre-clinical neuroscience studies involving small 
rodents. 
1.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
The research question is as follows: 
 
“How to design and build a miniaturized tetherless closed-loop optogenetic stimulation 
(CLOS) device with real-time feedback?” 
The proposed hypothesis is that creating a miniaturized CLOS device not only allows real- 
time feedback but also improves the efficacy of neural stimulations, which can facilitate 
prolonged stimulations suitable for investing neurological disorders. 
1.2 AIMS 
 
Although existing devices have shown promising results, they are often restricted in terms 
of portability and closed-loop neural stimulation. These aspects are essential for investigating 
neurological disorders, particularly when involving small rodents in pre-clinical settings. 
Therefore, the aim of this research is to create a miniaturized CLOS device capable of 
delivering instantaneous neuromodulations based on the detected neural data. The objectives 
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of this research are: 
1. Design, development and testing of the components needed to create the device, 
including the hybrid electrode (HE), action potential detector (APD), optogenetic 
deep brain stimulator (ODBS) and closed-loop control algorithm (CCA). 
2. Integration of HE, APD, ODBS and CCA to construct a miniaturized CLOS device. 
 
3. Bench testing of the integrated CLOS device in order to analyse the overall device 
performance. 
4. In-vitro validation of the miniaturized CLOS device to evaluate its closed-loop 
operation in a real-time test environment. 
1.3 THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
The contributions of this research work are: 
 
1. A literature review that provides a comprehensive overview of the current trends 
in the field of closed-loop optogenetic stimulation and associated challenges, 
particularly in terms of miniaturized device development to facilitate online 
feedback-based neuromodulations. 
2. Design, development and evaluation of an implantable miniaturized hybrid 
electrode (HE) capable of hosting both recording electrodes and stimulating light 
source. The hybrid electrode refers to an electrode that includes both recording 
pads and stimulation light-source on a single unit. 
3. A miniaturized headmountable action potential detector (APD) circuitry that is 
custom designed, developed and evaluated for real-time signal acquisition of the 
electrical neural activity. 
4. A miniaturized headmountable optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBS) 




5. A closed-loop control algorithm (CCA) that is developed for and validated to 
perform simple and fast real-time closed-loop optogenetic stimulations. 
6. The device configuration which adopts a stacked setup to integrate the 
miniaturized headmountable closed-loop optogenetic stimulation (CLOS) 
device. This includes the integration of the HE, APD, ODBS and CCA into a 
single self-contained system, which enhances the overall device portability 
allowing naturalistic environment to the test subject. 
7. The CLOS system validation through bench-testing, followed by in-vitro 
validation using the modelled in-vitro test environment. 
1.4 THESIS OVERVIEW 
 
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review on the current trends in the field of closed-loop 
optogenetic stimulation. It emphasises on the engineering aspects of a CLOS device, 
particularly in terms of the hardware and software standpoint of a miniature CLOS device 
development. The work has been submitted for publication in the Journal of Neural 
Engineering entitled “A Study on Miniaturized Closed-Loop Optogenetic Stimulation 
Devices”. 
Chapter 3 introduces the proposed CLOS system, which addresses the identified research 
problem in the field of CLOS. The proposed miniaturized CLOS device integrates the four 
key elements of a CLOS device, namely a hybrid electrode (HE), an action potential detector 
(APD), an optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBS), and a closed-loop control algorithm 
(CCA). 
Chapter 4 describes a portable neural detector device (APDv1) designed to detect and store 
the electrical neural activity from the brain. Further, the bench testing results that validate 
the performance of APDv1 are presented with prospective directions. This work has been 
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published in the Proceedings of the 2016 IEEE International Conference on Industrial 
Technology entitled “A Miniature Neural Recording Device”. 
Chapter 5 presents a portable CLOS device (CLOSv1) that could deliver optical stimulations 
based on real-time neural signal analysis. In this chapter, the elements of a CLOS system 
including an action potential detector (APDv2), an optogenetic deep brain stimulator 
(ODBSv1) and a closed-loop control algorithm (CCAv1) were designed, developed and 
validated for CLOS operation. This work has been published in the Proceedings of the 38th 
Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society 
entitled “Portable Closed-Loop Optogenetic Stimulation Device”. 
Chapter 6 describes the final version of a portable CLOS device (CLOSv2), wherein the 
CLOSv1 was optimized, and a custom hybrid electrode was developed to suite chronic 
CLOS. This device includes all four elements of a CLOS system including a hybrid electrode 
(HE), an action potential detector (APDv2), an optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBSv2) 
and a closed-loop control algorithm (CCAv2). This chapter also presents an in-vitro CLOS 
test environment, wherein the portable CLOSv2 device was validated for its device 
performance and CLOS operation. This work has been submitted for publication in the IEEE 
Transactions on Neural Systems and Rehabilitation Engineering entitled “A Miniaturize 
Closed-Loop Optogenetic Stimulation Device”. 
Chapter 7 presents the concluding discussion on the performance of the device in comparison 
to other devices. This is followed by potential outlooks that could be incorporated to further 
enhance the device performance. 
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CHAPTER 2: INVESTIGATION OF DEVICES USED FOR DELIVERING CLOSED-
LOOP OPTOGENETIC STIMULATION 
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the current research trends in the field of CLOS 
devices is presented. Initially, the article provides a detailed background on the individual 
elements required for the development of a miniaturized CLOS device, including the 
detection and stimulation electrodes, light-sources, opsins, neural detectors, optogenetic 
stimulators, semi-automated CLOS devices, and fully-automated CLOS devices. This is 
followed by a comprehensive study on various device implementations from their hardware 
and software standpoints. This study provides valuable insights on the engineering 
challenges faced during the development of a miniaturized CLOS device. Furthermore, a 
critical discussion on existing approaches and potential future directions is offered. 
 
BACKGROUND ON THE ELEMENTS OF A CLOS DEVICE: 
 
The detection electrodes act like a sensor that detects electrical neural activity, while the 
stimulating electrodes consists of light sources to deliver optical stimulations. Opsins are 
light-activated proteins that are transfected into the target neural structure, in order to make 
the neurons sensitive to light. The neural detectors are electronic circuitries that amplify and 
isolate the detected neural activity from unwanted noise signals. The optogenetic stimulators 
are electronic circuitries that drive the light sources to deliver optical neuromodulations. In 
this article, existing devices are categorised into semi and fully automated CLOS devices, 
based on the employed closed-loop control algorithm. The semi-automated CLOS devices 
are capable of simultaneous neural detection and optical stimulation, but lack real-time 
closed-loop control algorithm. In contrast, fully automated CLOS devices implement real-
time closed-loop control algorithm, which provides instantaneous feedback on neural 
response to stimulation 
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Abstract 
A significant number of patients diagnosed with neurological disorders do not respond well to 
available drug therapies. Electrical brain stimulation has been employed as a treatment option 
for people suffering from drug-resistant neurological disorders. This method has however 
restricted access to cell-type selectivity, which limits the effectiveness of the treatment. On the 
other hand, optogenetics enables precise targeting of a specific cell type that can address the 
issue with electrical brain stimulation. Nevertheless, this method disregards real-time brain 
responses in delivering optimized stimulation to target cells. Closed-loop optogenetics, on the 
other hand, considers the difference between normal and abnormal states of the brain, and 
modulates stimulation parameters to achieve the desired stimulation outcome. This paper 
presents a comprehensive study on the existing miniaturized closed-loop optogenetic 
stimulation (CLOS) devices. It first introduces a generic architecture for CLOS devices 
involving both hardware and software perspectives. Next, it describes various hardware 
components of CLOS devices including microelectrodes, light-guiding mechanisms, optical 
sources, neural recorders and optical stimulators. Then, it explains software modules of CLOS 
devices including feature extraction, classifier, control method and stimulation parameter 
modulation. Next, the existing devices are categorized into semi-automated and fully 
automated groups, in which the combined operation of neural recorder, optical stimulator and 
control algorithm is discussed. Finally, the paper summarizes the challenges in the design and 
implementation of CLOS devices, gives suggestions on how to tackle these challenges, and 
identifies future directions for closed-loop optogenetics.  
Keywords 
Neural Recording, Neural Stimulation, Optogenetics, Closed-loop Stimulation, 
Miniaturization, Portability 
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1. Introduction 
Neurological disorders are reported to be an important cause of mortality, which 
accounts for almost 12% of total deaths globally (World_Health_Organization, 2006). While 
over 600 neurological disorders have been identified thus far, only limited treatment options 
have been developed to tackle these disorders. 
Patients diagnosed with neurological disorders such as epilepsy, Parkinson’s and 
Alzheimer’s are primarily treated with drugs. The side effects of using drugs vary from minor 
dizziness, headache and tiredness to major complications, with reduction in the count of white 
blood cells and platelets, liver failure, suicidality and risks of hospitalization. There is also a 
significant group of patients who are diagnosed with drug-resistant neurological disorders (e.g. 
drug-resistant depression, drug-resistant epilepsy and drug resistant Parkinson’s) and are not 
responsive to drug therapies. In such conditions where drug-treatment becomes ineffective, 
patients are usually evaluated for surgical treatments based on individualized risk-benefit 
assessments. In recent years, deep brain stimulation (DBS) has evolved as an effective option 
for treating neurological disorders.  
DBS has been used as an established treatment option for neuronal abnormalities for 
several decades. This method has been successfully implemented and proven to be more 
effective in therapeutic applications of Parkinson’s, tremor, epilepsy and other movement 
disorders (Widge and Dougherty, 2015, Bergey et al., 2015, Bronstein et al., 2011, Coffey, 
2009, Benabid et al., 1991, Morrell, 2011, Thomas and Jobst, 2015). Broader application of 
DBS in other neurological conditions is currently being explored. Conventional DBS uses 
electrical pulses to stimulate brain regions. The objective of such electrical stimulations is to 
alter the abnormal neuronal activity and to achieve normal brain state. In electrical DBS, 
electrodes are implanted in the target brain region to deliver electrical pulses to the surrounding 
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neurons. A stimulation circuitry connected to these electrodes controls and manipulates the 
electrical pulses to achieve the desired response. However, electrical DBS is limited in terms 
of precise targeting of specific cell-types across the heterogeneous structure of the brain. The 
electrical nature of stimulation tends to modulate non-target cell-types alongside target cell-
types in the heterogeneous brain structure. Hence, in electrical DBS, a specific region of the 
brain is stimulated instead of targeting specific cell-type. In order to overcome the restrictions 
in terms of spatial and temporal resolution of the stimulation, recent pre-clinical neuroscience 
studies have utilized optogenetic stimulation instead of electrical stimulation. 
Optogenetics is a light-based stimulation method, in which the target cells are 
transfected with light-sensitive ion channels called opsins (Deisseroth, 2011). These opsins are 
activated when illuminated by a specific wavelength of light. Optogenetic stimulation 
facilitates both excitation and inhibition of cells based on light wavelength and opsin 
properties. Irrespective of the range of optical exposure, only the neurons infected by the opsins 
are activated by light illumination, which eliminates unexpected stimulations of the 
neighbouring neurons. This allows precise targeting of a specific cell type rather than 
stimulating the entire region. Thus, incorporating optogenetics is beneficial in pre-clinical trials 
and clinical applications where precise cell-type targeting is desired. 
Despite noticeable advancements, existing DBS devices have employed open-loop 
control of neuromodulation in therapeutic procedures, which is another significant issue that 
needs to be addressed. In an open-loop DBS system, the stimulation parameters (e.g. pulse 
frequency, duration, and amplitude) are configured by clinicians manually. In most 
circumstances, periodic reprogramming of the device is required to identify an optimized set 
of stimulation parameters. This process can take hours or days, involving clinicians and 
patients. In addition, open-loop DBS delivers uninterrupted stimulus regardless of the patient’s 
brain state. Hence, there is a need for real-time analysis of the brain state to formulate 
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instantaneous feedback control to effectively modulate and deliver stimulation based on 
observed patient’s brain state. 
To address the stated issue through open-loop DBS, an integrated closed-loop recorder 
and stimulator have been explored. In the closed-loop DBS, the controller calculates the 
difference between the normal and abnormal states of the brain, and modulates the stimulation 
parameters to achieve the desired outcome. Differentiating the normal and abnormal brain state 
relies on some pre-identified biomarkers. According to Miriam Davis et al. (Miriam Davis, 
2008), a biomarker can be defined as a quantitative biological measurement of a disease state 
or response to a treatment. To establish a closed-loop DBS, the combined operation of a neural 
recorder, a control algorithm, and a stimulator is required. Through this approach, the 
measurement of the patient’s brain state and the delivery of controlled stimulation pulses 
become feasible. Accordingly, closed-loop optogenetic stimulation can provide a distinctive 
mechanism for effective cell-type targeting and controlled neuromodulations. Currently, CLOS 
stimulation is used to study neural circuits that underlie both healthy and pathological neural 
circuits. This information is then used to guide the development of effective therapeutics and 
diagnostics.  
Recent studies highlight the success of some closed-loop optogenetic stimulation 
(CLOS) systems. A study by Paz et al.(Paz et al., 2013) verified that real-time activity 
inhibition of thalamocortical neuron using CLOS was sufficient to instantly interrupt the 
occurrence of seizures, which demonstrates potential therapeutic benefits of CLOS in epilepsy. 
(Pashaie et al., 2014) published a review article on the evolution of optogenetics, its potential 
for future implementation, and also emphasised the benefits of CLOS. A theoretical and 
computational study based on control theory and closed loop stimulation by Detorakis et al. 
(Detorakis et al., 2015) reported on the theoretical conditions for attenuating oscillation of 
brain’s electrical activity in Parkinson’s patients using closed-loop stimulation. Fan and Li (Fan 
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and Li, 2015) reviewed miniature optogenetics neural implants and categorised them based on 
the type of light source and light-guide mechanism they use. Another recent review by 
Grosenick, Marshel and Deisseroth (Grosenick et al., 2015) highlighted the technical and 
theoretical aspects of CLOS, and also reported on the limitation of these systems. Krook-
Magnuson et al. (Krook-Magnuson et al., 2015) reviewed the components of a closed-loop 
systems with a view to improve therapeutic efficacy. Dejean et al. (Dejean et al., 2016) 
demonstrated the role of dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC)  in fear memory using 
closed-loop optogenetic stimulation. Herein, based on the identified fear biomarkers dmPFC 
neurons were selectively inhibited, to block or promote fear responses. Siegle et al. (Siegle and 
Wilson, 2014) demonstrated the effect of phase-specific manipulation of theta rhythm using 
closed-loop stimulation in mice. 
While most existing review articles on CLOS have described the theoretical aspects 
and benefits of CLOS systems, only partial insight into complete miniaturized CLOS devices 
has been reported. This paper, on the other hand, presents a comprehensive and up-to-date 
review of most current miniaturized CLOS devices, including various aspects of portable and 
tetherless CLOS systems. It provides a detailed comparison of the key components of CLOS 
systems and discusses their online feedback control strategies.  
A generic architecture for CLOS devices is proposed, including an overview of the 
hardware and software modules of the CLOS devices. A detailed comparison of 
microelectrodes and light guiding mechanisms that support the miniaturization of CLOS 
devices is presented, with an explanation of various optical sources suitable for use in portable 
CLOS devices and of existing portable neural recorders. Subsequently, the paper discusses 
miniature LED-based optogenetic stimulators and their advantages over electrical or laser-
based systems, explaining semi-automated optogenetic devices that have both recording and 
stimulation modules but lack feedback control. Fully automated CLOS devices that incorporate 
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a closed-loop control algorithm are also presented. Finally, the paper discusses existing control 
algorithms used in closed-loop stimulation devices.  
2. Generic CLOS System 
A CLOS system delivers controlled optical stimulations based on real-time observation 
of the brain state. To close the loop and to instantaneously modulate the stimulus parameters 
in real time, a CLOS system must include the following three modules: (i) neural recorder, (ii) 
control algorithm, and (iii) optogenetic stimulator.  
Figure 1 shows a functional and hardware block diagram description of a generic CLOS 
system. In red is the neural recorder, and in green is the combined control algorithm and 
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Figure 1. (a) Functional block diagram of a closed loop optogenetic stimulation system. (b) 
Hardware block diagram of a closed loop optogenetic stimulation system. The implant 
comprises of three elements, including electrode, optical source (i.e., LED) and light-guide 
mechanism (i.e., optic fibre) discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Individual neural 
recorder circuits are presented in Section 4. Individual LED-based optogenetic stimulator 
modules are presented in Section 5. Integrated semi- and fully-automated CLOS devices are 
presented and compared in Section 6. Finally, a comparison of the existing CLOS devices, 
their related challenges in terms of device miniaturization and portability, and their future 
direction are presented in Section 7. 
The neural recorder is responsible for detecting real-time neuronal responses e.g., 
action potential (AP) and local field potential (LFP) using filtrations and amplifications 
circuits. AP signals range from 50 μV to 500 μV in amplitude and are within the frequency 
range of 300 Hz to 5KHs. Whereas, LFP signals are up to 5 mV in amplitude and occur within 
the frequency range of 1 Hz to 300 Hz (Yoo and van Hoof, 2010). Based on the type of neural 
signals (AP or LFP), the corresponding amplifier and filter circuit parameters are configured. 
The control algorithm is responsible for continuously adjusting the stimulation parameters 
based on the observed state of the brain. The control module can be sub-divided into three 
tasks: (i) identifying the brain state, (ii) calculating the error signal, and (iii) adjusting the 
stimulation parameters. 
Based on the application, the choice of the biomarker signal specifications (e.g., voltage 
threshold crossing) to identify the brain state, the type of control algorithm (e.g., on-off control, 
proportional control, etc.), and the stimulation parameters (e.g., amplitude, pulse duration, 
frequency) are important to design the controller. Finally, the optogenetic stimulator delivers 
stimulation pulses to the brain based on real-time updates received from the controller. The 
optogenetic stimulator includes a light source (e.g., LED) and its drive circuitry. 
2.1 Functional Block Diagram of CLOS 
The functional block diagram describes the closed loop methodology of the CLOS 
devices (see Figure 1a). The initial processing of the neuronal signal is carried out in the 
amplification and filtration stages in order to isolate the desired neuronal signals from other 
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sources of noises. Next, the analog neuronal data is digitized, which is necessary for digital 
processing. Then, features are extracted from the data to determine the state of the brain. After 
that, a control algorithm is developed to alter the stimulation parameters. The stimulation 
parameters are updated in real time in response to the detected brain state. The stimulations 
parameters are delivered to the target brain area by the stimulator.  
2.2 Hardware Block Diagram of CLOS 
The hardware block diagram describes the hardware components of the CLOS devices 
(see Figure 1b). The implant is used to interface the brain and the electronics in a CLOS device. 
It includes electrodes for detecting neuronal signals, light sources and optical fibres to deliver 
optical stimulations to the brain. The neural recorder has two stages of amplification: pre-
amplifier and post-amplifier. The pre-amplifier stage has a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
with a suitable gain in order to avoid noise being transmitted through the entire circuitry. The 
post-amplifier stage enhances the overall gain of the detected neuronal signals. In addition, a 
band pass filter, which is configured with lower and upper cut-off frequencies based on the 
desired neuronal signals, sits between the pre-amplifier and post-amplifier stages. The total 
gain of the neural recorder is the multiple of the gain of the pre-amplifier and the post-amplifier 
stages. The conversion of the analog neuronal data into digital data is performed in an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC). A microcontroller which implements the control algorithm is used 
to control the operation of CLOS device. The ADC could be a single chip device or a peripheral 
of the microcontroller. The microcontroller processes the neuronal data and creates a control 
signal for the LED driver. The LED driver controls the output of the LED, which is connected 
to an optical fibre which directs the light to the target brain region. In some devices, µLEDs 
are directly implanted into the brain to eliminate the need for an optical fibre. 
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3. Basics of closed-loop optogenetic stimulation  
Earlier stimulation and recording strategies targeted the superficial brain layers, which 
were effective in both diagnostic and therapeutic applications. However, neurological disorders 
require increased spatial and temporal resolution in targeting the neurons. The introduction of 
optogenetic stimulation and fabrication methodologies support the implementation of devices 
for accurate targeting of neurons. In this section, micro systems that support the development 
of portable CLOS devices are described. 
3.1 Opsins 
Opsins are light-sensitive proteins used to optically manipulate neurons. They are 
obtained from microorganisms and plants. For example, Channelrhodopsin has been 
discovered in four variants, ChR1 and ChR2 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and VChR1 
and VChR2 from Volvox carteri (Hegemann and Moglich, 2011). However, recent advances 
in molecular engineering of opsins have given rise to additional opsins in optogenetics (Zhang 
et al., 2011). The target neurons are defined using DNA sequences that activate only a particular 
neuron population with genetic signatures called promotors (Pashaie et al., 2014). Table 1 lists 
some of the common opsins, their sources and activation wavelengths. 
Table 1. Opsins for optogenetic neuromodulation. 
Reference Opsin Optical source Excitation/ 
Inhibition 
(Fenno et al., 2011, 
Pendharkar et al., 2016) 
Channelrhodhopsin (ChR) Blue light Excitatory 
(Fenno et al., 2011) Halorhodopsin (HR) Yellow light Inhibitory 
(Pendharkar et al., 2016) Archaerhodopsin (Arch) Yellow light Inhibitory 
(Fenno et al., 2011, 
Muly, 2014) 
Rhodopsin-GPCR (OptoXR)  Green light  
(500 nm) 
Inhibitory 
(Lin et al., 2013) Red-shifted variant of 
channelrhodopsin (ReaChR) 
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In optogenetics, the opsin-infected neurons are activated when illuminated with a 
specific wavelength of light resulting in either excitation or inhibition of the neurons. 
Irrespective of optical exposure, only opsin-infected neurons are stimulated, which eliminates 
unexpected stimulations of non-target neurons. Thus, optogenetic stimulation allows enhanced 
flexibility and precise targeting of neurons in comparison to electrical stimulation. For 
example, co-expression of both excitatory and inhibitory opsins in the target neurons allows 
simultaneous activation and inhibition of the target neurons. According to the literature, optical 
stimulation can change from excitatory to inhibitory due to an increase in the light frequency. 
This can eliminate the need for co-expression of excitatory and inhibitory opsins (Liske et al., 
2013). Furthermore, recent studies have explored several engineered opsins and transfection 
methods for enhanced precision in targeting and manipulating neural circuits suitable for 
neuroscience applications (Tye and Deisseroth, 2012, Fenno et al., 2011, Galvan et al., 2017, 
Spangler and Bruchas, 2017) . 
The following section describes the light sources and the associated light-guide 
mechanisms used for optogenetic stimulation. Also, a descriptive illustration of the integrated 
hybrid devices suitable for optical stimulation and electrical recording is given. 
3.2 Optical Sources 
The optical stimulation of neurons enabled a less invasive and more selective neuron 
targeting (Boyden et al., 2005). Initial optical stimulations used laser-based light sources. But 
the laser-based optogenetic systems had high power consumption, tethering, localized heat 
generation, high cost, and mechanical rigidity, which are major drawbacks in developing 
portable devices. Hence, recent optogenetic implementations have employed the benefits of 
LED-based optogenetic systems. These systems are much smaller in size, enhancing the 
portability of the device. With the advantages of low power consumption, minimized tethering, 
and fast switching capabilities, LED-based optogenetic systems are preferred in most 
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neuroscience applications. Advancements in micro-fabrications have also granted access to 
commercially available µLED chips that are highly suitable for portable and implantable 
optogenetic device development. 
Earlier optogenetic experimentations used commercially available LEDs, but their 
relative bulkiness imposed limitations on the portability of the device. Recent development of 
µLEDs has provided enhanced efficiency at reduced power consumption, in comparison to 
earlier high power LEDs. Hence, current optogenetic devices have replaced earlier light 
sources with µLEDs. Rossi et al. (Rossi et al., 2015) proposed a wirelessly controlled 
chronically implantable optogenetic stimulator using commercially available Cree DA2432 
µLED which elicited behaviour in mice. Each individual µLED is 320 x 240 x 140 µm3 in size 
and emits light of 465 nm in wavelength, attached to a shank of 4 or 8 mm length. Similarly, 
Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2015a) implemented a switched-capacitor-based optogenetic device 
utilizing Cree TR2227TM µLEDs. The µLEDs allowed the construction of a 3D flexible 
optrode array. This optrode array delivers optical stimulation through a micro-needle 
waveguide, while monitoring the neuronal activity using the electrodes wrapped around the 
waveguide. Earlier, optrodes comprised of only optical sources and accompanied by light-
guiding mechanisms, which are now integrated into recording electrodes, to achieve both 
neural recording and stimulation (Dufour and De Koninck, 2015). The Cree TR2227TM 
µLEDs occupy only 220 x 270 x 50 µm3 and emit light at 460 nm wavelength. These µLEDs 
have also enabled implementation of a fully implantable optogenetic device to control animal 
behaviour in neuroscience research. Montgomery et al. (Montgomery et al., 2015) developed 
an internal optogenetic stimulation device for both central and peripheral neuromodulation 
which used Cree DA2432 µLED similar to the device by Rossi et al. (Rossi et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, several published works (Bernstein and Boyden, 2011, Clements et al., 2013, 
Kwon et al., 2016, M et al., 2012) are available in the literature that provide comprehensive 
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investigations into various electrical and optical properties of LEDs, and detailed comparisons 
against other optical sources for various neuroscience applications.  
3.3 Microelectrodes and Light-guiding Systems 
Microelectrodes and light-guiding systems are essential for recording and stimulating 
the neuronal activities of the brain. Earlier devices recorded neuronal activities using single-
channel electrodes, which were later upgraded into multi-channel electrodes. Advancements in 
fabrication techniques have facilitated the fabrication of electrode arrays capable of recoding 
electrical activities from multiple sites of the brain. For example, Mitra et al. (Mitra et al., 2015) 
implemented a 24-channel wireless neural recording system. Similarly, Moosung et al. 
(Moosung et al., 2008) demonstrated 128-channel neural recording with on-chip spike feature 
extraction for signal analyses. Vetter et al. (Vetter et al., 2004) fabricated electrode arrays and 
implanted them in cerebral cortex for chronic neural recording.  
The reduction in the electrode size has helped the integration of recording and 
stimulation modules for form CLOS devices. Earlier integrated electrical recording and 
electrical stimulation devices (Shahrokhi et al., 2010) had some limitations, including 
difficulties in targeting specific cell types, interferences with electrical recording, and 
ambiguity in delivering excitatory and inhibitory stimulations. The introduction of 
optogenetics eliminated most of the drawbacks associated with electrical stimulation. Hence, 
integrating optogenetic stimulation with electrophysiological recording facilitated precise 
neuronal targeting, enhanced stimulation control, and defined inhibitions and excitations.  
In recent years, the need for combined electrical recording and optical stimulation has 
been addressed by development of integrated electrical and optical electrodes. Son et al. (Son 
et al., 2015) developed a compact two-dimensional (2D) micro-electro-mechanical-system 
(MEMS) optrode array. The optrode array was validated in-vivo for its neural recording and 
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optogenetic stimulation capabilities in a transgenic mouse. In-vivo is a validation method that 
is carried out in living organism such as small rodents like rat and mice used in pre-clinical 
studies. An optrode is an ultra-compact tool for optogenetic systems (see Figure 2a) 
(Schwaerzle et al., 2013). An optrode hosts an electrode array for electrical recording, 
combined with an optical fibre for optical stimulation, as well as an optical splitter and a 
waveguide within the optrode array. 
Another MEMS-based probe array was fabricated by Schwaerzle et al. (Schwaerzle et 
al., 2015). This probe has 3 × 3 independently controlled sites as shown in Figure 2b. This 
configuration is not feasible with waveguide systems like that of Son et al. (Son et al., 2015). 
However, independent controlling of the individual sites requires an increased number of 
optical sources and optical fibres, increased overall size of the probe, tethering, and introduces 
surgical complications, as observed in the system by Schwaerzle et al. (Schwaerzle et al., 
2015). The article studied the electrode array for its electrical, optical and thermal 
characteristics, however, has no in-vivo validation results. 
In vivo optical neuromodulation using rigid optical fibres suffers from increased tissue 
damage, declining optical output over time, tethering issues and chances of altered positioning 
of the fibre. Unlike optogenetic devices with optical fibres tethered to external light sources, 
the device by McCall et al. (McCall et al., 2013) implemented a wirelessly powered, 
implantable device, which combines inorganic µLEDs (µ-ILED) and multimodal sensors, thus 
eliminating the need for optical fibres (see Figure 2c). This optoelectronic device includes 
micro-electrodes, micro-photodiode (µ-IPD), four µ-ILEDs and a micro-temperature sensor. 
All these ultrathin components are contained in an injectable micron-sized framework capable 
of wireless optical manipulations, which is also easily injectable into the target brain location 
and as such eliminates the need for complicated surgical procedures. The device was tested in-
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vivo for wired and wireless optogenetic manipulation in a mouse model. The device was also 
evaluated for its operational functionality up to 6 months after injection into the mouse brain. 
 
 
Figure 2. (a) Schematic of an optrode capable of electrical recording and optical stimulation 
by Son et al. Reprinted from (Son et al., 2015) under Creative Commons CC-BY license. (b) 
Schematic of a 3 × 3 optogenetic probe array by Schwaerzle et al. Reprinted from 
(Schwaerzle et al., 2015) IEEE copyright line © 2015 IEEE. (c) Schematic of the flexible 
optogenetic device by McCall et al. (McCall et al., 2013). Reprinted by permission from 
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: NATURE PROTOCOLS, advance online publication, 07 
November 2013 (doi:10.1038/nprot.2013.158) 
Alongside the expansion of optoelectronics, devices capable of combined optical 
neuromodulation and electrical recording have evolved rapidly. Jing et al. (Jing et al., 2012) 
proposed a hybrid optrode-MEA. The single optrode is a tapered glass optical fibre with a 
tapered tip of sub-micron-sized aperture. This optrode is further metalized with silver, which 
serves as an electrical conduit for external recording as presented in Figure 3a. The MEA 
consists of 100 elements, which is based on the Utah array (Jones et al., 1992). The fabrication 
process of the optrode-MEA involves physical integration of the 100-element MEA with the 
fabricated optrode, forming a hybrid device as presented in Figure 3b. The combined operation 
of the optrode-MEA mapped 2D spatiotemporal brain activity induced by optical manipulation 
in mouse brain slices. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 3. (a) Optical image of an optrode by Jing et al. (b) Image of the 6 × 6 MEA with one 
element replaced by an optrode (marked within a square) by Jing et al. Reprinted with 
permission from (Jing et al., 2012) Copyright 2012, IOP Publishing. All rights reserved. 
JING, W., et al., Integrated device for combined optical neuromodulation and electrical 
recording for chronic in vivo applications. Journal of Neural Engineering, 2012. 9(1): p. 
016001. 
 
Alternatively, self-contained devices hosting on-chip light sources and electrodes have 
also evolved in recent years. Bin et al. (Bin et al., 2015) fabricated a hybrid optoelectronic 
neural probe combining µLEDs and microelectrodes on a polycrystalline diamond (PCD) 
substrate (see Figure 4(a-b)). This device comprises of a double-shank probe hosting one µLED 
in each shank, alongside two electrodes on each shank tethered to external electronics. The 
electrode’s capability for both neural recording and stimulation was demonstrated through in-
vivo experimentation using a transfected rat model.  
Similarly, an integrated neural probe with an on-chip µLED and microelectrodes was 
presented by Cao et al. (Cao et al., 2013). The neural probe is fabricated on a 125 µm polyimide 
film hosting metal contact pads for mounting the µLED and three other electrodes for recording 
the action potential of neurons (see Figure 5a). The neural probe was validated in-vivo for 
electrical recording and optical stimulation using an anesthetized mouse. However, the rodent’s 
freedom of movement during experimentation is significantly restrained in Cao et al.’s system 
(Cao et al., 2013) despite the miniaturization of the neural probe seen in Figure 5b. Hence, 
there is a need for miniaturisation of external electronics responsible for further signal 
processing, power, and data transfer. For this purpose, recent research explorations are highly 
focussed on wireless technologies and other miniaturised approaches. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the hybrid optoelectronics neural probe with two recording 
channels and one µLED on each shank supporting simultaneous optogenetic stimulation and 
recording by Bin et al. (b) Image of the prototype with a closer view of different parts 
showing the µLED and the recording channels in the device by Bin et al. Reprinted from (Bin 
et al., 2015) IEEE copyright line © 2015 IEEE. 
 
 
Figure 5. (a) Image showing the LED and microelectrodes on the neural probe by Cao et al. 
(b) Image showing the experimental setup by Cao et al. Reprinted from (Cao et al., 2013) 
IEEE copyright line © 2013 IEEE.  
To eliminate tethering, Li et al. (Li et al., 2015) incorporated wireless power and data 
telemetry for enhanced portability of the overall device. This chronically implantable optrode 
array employs a self-assembled µLED array coupled with micro-waveguide cores for optical 
stimulation, where the metallic layer provided with individual micro-waveguides for neural 
recording (see Figure 6). This system allows controlled optical stimulation and recording with 
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The operation of the optrode array was tested in-vivo through simultaneous recording and 
stimulation of neural activity in the primary visual cortex of a rat.  
 
 
Figure 6. Detailed schematic of the integrated optrode with µLED, waveguide and 
microelectrode by Li et al. Reprinted from (Li et al., 2015) under Creative Commons CC-BY 
license. 
Furthermore, notable work in microfabrication technology for manufacturing of neural 
microelectrodes, optrodes and microsystems is presented in recent reviews (Fekete, 2015, 
Frédéric et al., 2016, Dufour and De Koninck, 2015, Park et al., 2015). These articles provide 
detailed review of various microfabrication technologies that can be employed for integrated 
electrical recording and optogenetic stimulation of the brain.  
A detailed comparison of the integrated micro electrodes, µLEDs, and optical 
waveguides suitable for CLOS devices discussed in this article is given in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Comparison of neural interfaces suitable for combined electrical recording and optogenetic stimulation. 
Reference Device type Opsin 
Light 








Probe ChR2 Laser λ = 473 nm Waveguide 
2 or 4 




















λ = 561 nm, 












(Jing et al., 
2012) 
Optrode-











    In-vivo 
 
(Li et al., 
2015) 
Optrode 
array ChR2 µLED λ = 460 nm 
SU-8 micro-
waveguide 
Two 4 × 4 
sub-array  
2.5 × 2.5 
mm2  NA LFP 2015 
 
 
    In-vivo 
 
(Cao et al., 
2013) 
Neural 
probe  ChR2 μLED  λ = 465 nm Not Used 
3 electrode 
sites  
12mm long  






















*NA-Not Applicable. *Anikeeva et al. image Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: NATURE NEUROSCIENCE, advance online publication, 4 December 2011 (doi: 
10.1038/nn.2992). Canales et al. image Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY, advance online publication, 19 January 2015 (doi: 
10.1038/nbt.3093) 
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4. Miniaturized Neural Recorders 
Converting weak brain signals into interpretable data is a major reported challenge in 
neuroscience. To uncover complex communication patterns of fast spiking neurons, the 
resolution of acquired neuronal signals are crucial. The detected signal attributes, signal 
reconstruction and signal analyses depend on the quality of neuronal recordings. Hence, the 
robustness of the employed electronics and the circuit design is of high importance to ensure 
no loss of significant neural information. 
Neural recording aims at delivering control and communication modality for 
prosthetics using electroencephalogram (EEG) recording (Wolpaw et al., 1991). In practical 
applications, the complex connectivity of electro-chemically active neurons and their densely 
packed geometry severely limits the chances of uncovering precise information with superficial 
recording of the brain (Wolpaw et al., 1991). In non-invasive EEG recordings, signals are 
acquired with limited resolution which is acceptable only in certain applications. For this 
purpose, in most systems electrocorticogram (ECoG) recording is identified as a middle-
ground between non-invasive and extremely invasive methodologies (Eric et al., 2004). 
However, there exists a need for higher precision in recording neural activity from deeper 
neural structures, whilst developing therapeutic and diagnostic procedures for neurological 
disorders. Furthermore, in order to precisely differentiate normal from abnormal brain activity 
in neuroscience studies, it is essential to extract accurate signal features from the recorded 
neural activity. Therefore, chronic neural recording approaches are employed in preliminary 
neuroscience studies aimed at developing diagnostic and therapeutic procedures for 
neurological disorders. 
In addition, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures of neurological disorders depend on 
analysing neuronal activities at cellular level across a spectrum of neurotransmissions. In 
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addition, these neurotransmissions are non-uniformly distributed across a broad spectrum of 
neural structures (Wenk, 2006). Thus, most neuroscience studies focus on different brain 
regions using multi-dimensional configurations of electrodes comparable to the size and 
organisation of the cells. 
Particularly, the challenge lies within the extracellular bio-potentials containing 
frequency components between 0.1 - 10 KHz, and amplitudes between 50 - 500 µV with 
background noise ranging between 5 – 10 µV. An additional DC baseline up to 500 mV is 
reported in the detected signals due to the interaction between the electrode and electrolyte 
(Ming and Ghovanloo, 2007). Research addressing low-noise and low-power circuity with 
increased number of channels has evolved in years. Ming and Ghovanloo (Ming and 
Ghovanloo, 2007) described a fully differential low-power, low-noise pre-amplifier circuitry 
with 39.3 dB and 45.6 dB gain. This design included a 4-bit programmable low cut-off 
frequency from 0.015 Hz to 700 Hz, and adjustable high cut-off frequency between 120 Hz 
and 12 kHz. For the circuitry with very small low cut-off frequency, the system used a voltage 
controlled PMOS-NMOS pseudo-resistor with input capacitors to achieve a very large 
resistance, creating a very small, stable cut-off frequency. This approach is highly beneficial 
in eliminating the distortions resulting from earlier MOS resistances (Ming and Ghovanloo, 
2007). This system also achieves a low-input referred noise of 3.6 µV with tunable passband 
and gain, capable of detecting various bio-potentials of interest. Similarly, Harrison and 
Charles (2003) developed a MOS-bipolar, pseudoresistor-based amplifier for wide-frequency 
ranges (from millihertz to kilohertz) that eliminates large dc offsets. This amplifier was 
designed to reduce power at low noise and is claimed to consume only 80 mW for a 1000-
channel system, which is advantageous in multi-site recording systems. 
With the brain’s activity spanning across a wide range of temporal and spatial scales, 
recording from multiple neurons increases the challenge in handling acquired neuronal data. 
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The extracellular potentials detected by the electrodes include both AP and LFP. The AP in 
microvolt scale is related to the activity of a single neuron, while the LFP in millivolt scale is 
a collective response of a large assembly of neurons (Mollazadeh et al., 2009). Both the AP 
and LFP can be recorded by the same electrode. However, the varying voltage and frequency 
ranges challenge the design of front-end amplifiers. In addition, depending on the proximity of 
the electrode and the tissue, the detected spike amplitude might vary.  
A 16-channel CMOS interface circuitry by Mollazadeh et al. (Mollazadeh et al., 2009) 
addresses this issue. This flexible and programmable system is designed with adjustable 
bandwidth and gain, with very low NEF of 3.2 and 2.9 at 140 Hz and 8.2 KHz respectively. 
This interface circuitry is tuned to accommodate both action AP and LFP. For this purpose, 
multimodal recording was reported in (Mollazadeh et al., 2009) with two stages of 
amplification suitable for both AP and LFP. This system has the capabilities for tailoring ADC 
to provide control over quantization based on desired signal characteristics. Similarly, several 
implementations suitable for wide voltage and frequency ranges have been proposed in the past 
(Kmon and Grybos, 2008, Ming and Ghovanloo, 2007, Wattanapanitch and Sarpeshkar, 2011, 
Moosung et al., 2008). 
Even though neurophysiological readouts have provided constructive information in 
the past, there is still a debate about detected waveform characteristics in order to effectively 
diagnose brain states. Scaling of recording sites and real-time signal processing methodologies 
are widely implemented to understand complex neuronal characteristics. While scaling of 
recording sites is now achievable with MEA and microfabrication methodologies, real-time 
signal processing of neuronal data needs greater emphasis for effective understanding of the 
neuronal activity.  
In most cases, the implanted electrodes tend to record neuronal activity from the 
surrounding neurons. Hence, the recorded signal is a superimposed waveform extracted from 
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many neurons. Clustering of the detected neural signal is employed to separate these 
superimposed waveforms and deliver comprehensive data about single neurons’ activity (see 
Figure 7). The initial signal conditioning is used to extract the desired neural signals and to 
eliminate unwanted noises. Next, spike detection is used, based on instantaneous parameters to 
extract the desired spike waveform for further analysis. The detected waveforms are 
characterised by a number of features during feature extraction. Extracted features are used to 
correlate different spike waveforms to a specific group during clustering. Finally, the detected 
spike waveforms are grouped based on their distinct waveform characteristics observed during 
feature extraction. A more detailed review of the past, present and future of spike sorting 
approaches is given by Rey et al. (Rey et al., 2015). 
 
Figure 7. Illustration of the steps involved in digital spike classification and analysis. 
 
In recent years, several feature extraction and classification methodologies have been 
implemented to facilitate real-time signal processing (Yun-Yu et al., 2010, Moosung et al., 
2008, Obeid and Wolf, 2004, Siegle and Wilson, 2014, Dejean et al., 2016). Olsson and Wise 
(Olsson and Wise, 2005) implemented a fully implantable 3D recording system. This system 
estimated the upper and lower spike-thresholds, based on the standard deviation and mean of 
each channel. The waveforms which exceeded the estimated threshold limits were detected 
during spike detection (threshold crossing). Thresholding for spike detection is widely 
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implemented for its simple design, low-cost, and superior performance. However, a major 
drawback is the elimination of shape change of the spike waveform.  
Alternatively, Moosung et al. (Moosung et al., 2008) implemented a non-linear energy 
operator (NEO), which averages the square of the signal independent of frequencies (Obeid 
and Wolf, 2004) to perform spike discrimination. Bonfanti et al. (Bonfanti et al., 2011) 
performed online sorting with integrated voltage threshold crossing and principal component 
analysis (PCA) clustering. Roy and Wang (Roy and Wang, 2012) implemented clustering 
based on two-point template matching, where user-defined spike waveforms are used to 
perform clustering. Researchers have also integrated search tree logic for improved sorting. 
However, there are unusual neural responses observed during experimentations. These atypical 
responses result from burst neurons, overlapping with inter spike intervals, which still remains 
an area of research to be explored in neural recording.  
Another major challenge is the portability of neural recorders, which limits the 
resources for data and power handling during real-time signal processing. Based on the 
availability of the resources, the device’s performance, efficiency, and robustness are 
compromised. This is due to the trade-off between power, accuracy, and computational load 
during online processing of neural data (Yun-Yu et al., 2010, Chestek et al., 2009, Miranda et 
al., 2010). Earlier devices used on-board memory and power component (Santhanam et al., 
2007) with limited resolution and operational time, which are now replaced by wireless power 
and data transmission capabilities (Watkins et al., 2006, Harrison et al., 2007, Miranda et al., 
2010, Moosung et al., 2008), sophisticated spike discrimination methods (Obeid and Wolf, 
2004, Moosung et al., 2008), ultra-low power circuitry (Wattanapanitch et al., 2007), and data 
compression strategies (Bonfanti et al., 2011). However, neuroscience research still aspires to 
achieve an autonomous, fully implantable neural interface with online signal-analysis 
capabilities. Further research carried out on neural recording systems particularly those that are 
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non-electrical is not covered in this article. In addition, the reader can consult with other 
published work which provide detailed information on neural recording circuits and 
methodologies (Ng et al., 2016, Kuan et al., 2015, Gosselin, 2011, Neihart and Harrison, 2005, 
Fan et al., 2011, Kipke et al., 2008). 
5. Miniaturized LED-based Optogenetic Neural Stimulators 
An optogenetic neural stimulator delivers light-based neuromodulations with benefits 
such as reduced electrical interferences (Zhang et al., 2007), minimized brain damages 
(Bernstein et al., 2012), enhanced spatial and temporal resolution (Packer et al., 2013), cell-
type targeting (Pashaie et al., 2014), control of multiple neuron types (Hashimoto et al., 2014), 
and the ability for defined excitation and inhibition (Rossi et al., 2015). Optogenetic devices 
that employ a laser light source (Bernstein et al., 2008), and large bench-top setups (Pashaie et 
al., 2015, Gagnon-Turcotte et al., 2015) require complex circuitry and tethering. Their 
bulkiness and tethering restrict the movement of small laboratory animals, which is a major 
problem in behavioural neuroscience studies. Therefore, the use of µLEDs, implantable 
waveguides, and wireless power harvesting technologies enhances the miniaturization and 
portability of the optogenetic devices.  
A fully wireless optogenetic device by Wentz et al. (Christian et al., 2011) demonstrated 
in-vivo motor control in mice. This device is designed to be headborne utilizing a wireless RF 
power link instead of batteries (see Figure 8(a-b)). This device has four distinct modules: a 
power module comprising of a wireless receiver, a rectifier, and a supercapacitor circuitry. The 
power to three LEDs is delivered using the supercapacitor circuit which is controlled by a 
microcontroller. A motherboard module hosts the microcontroller and a two-stage power 
conditioning circuitry. The radio module enables real-time updates on stimulation parameters 
received from a computer. The optical module hosts the LEDs, a thermistor for temperature 
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readout and an LED multiplexer. All modules of the device are integrated and controlled by a 
wireless base station.  
 
Figure 8. (a) Image of the headborne wirelessly powered and controlled optogenetic system 
mounted on a freely-moving animal by Christian et al. (b) Image of the headborne electronics 
of the stimulation circuitry including a power module, radio module, and a motherboard by 
Christian et al. Reprinted with permission from (Christian et al., 2011). 
 
Battery-powered devices are inefficient for devices with multiple LEDs and 
sophisticated control algorithms which increase the power consumption of the devices. In most 
battery-powered devices, majority of the weight is usually contributed by built-in batteries. For 
example, Iwai et al. (Iwai et al., 2011) proposed a small, head-mountable, and wirelessly 
controlled optogenetic device, which is powered by two CR1025 lithium batteries that weighed 
approximately 1.4 g in total. In this device, the batteries contribute to almost 50% of the overall 
weight of the device (3.1 g).  
Hashimoto et al. (Hashimoto et al., 2014) implemented a wireless, and battery-powered 
optogenetic device to suit chronic optical stimulations in freely moving rodents (see Figure 
9(a)). The optical stimulator independently controls three LEDs using an integrated infrared 
(IR) receiver module, a microcontroller, and a power management circuitry (see Figure 9(b-
c)). The microcontroller is responsible for generating a train of pulses based on the user 
commands received through the IR receiver. The microcontroller interprets the received 
commands, which give pulse duration, frequency, and width in order to trigger the LEDs. The 
system is powered by a lithium polymer battery (0.52 g), whose output voltage of 3.5 V is 
(a) (b) 
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converted to 5V using a boost converter. Similarly, the need for high supply voltage is observed 
in other optogenetic devices such as that by Iwai et al. (Iwai et al., 2011).  
  
Figure 9. Hashimoto et al., device. (a) Image of the mouse with the head mounted optical 
stimulator. (b) Top view of the stimulator board and the battery. (c) Bottom view of the 
stimulator board that hosts three LEDs. Reprinted from (Hashimoto et al., 2014) with 
permission from SPIE. 
Hyung-Min et al. (Hyung-Min et al., 2014) proposed a wireless, power-efficient, and 
implantable optogenetic stimulation device to address the power management issues. This 
device uses a series capacitor and an inductive charger instead of rectifiers and regulators in 
order to improve charging efficiency, which significantly reduces power wastage (see Figure 
10).  
 
Figure 10. A simplified architecture of a switched-capacitor stimulating (SCS) system for 
power efficient optical stimulation. Reprinted from (Hyung-Min et al., 2014) IEEE copyright 
line © 2014 IEEE. 
 
Lee et al. (Lee et al., 2015b) implemented a fibre-coupled wireless optogenetic 
stimulation system (see Figure 11 (a-b)), which successfully achieved optical DBS in behaving 
mice. The device hosts an ultra-low-power microcontroller triggered by a wireless link and 
(a) 
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powered by rechargeable solid-state batteries. Rossi et al. (Rossi et al., 2015) presented a 
wirelessly controlled LED-based optogenetic stimulator. This device had an implantable LED 
shank and a stimulator module. The stimulator module comprises of a battery, a wireless 
transceiver, and a microcontroller which deliver controller stimulations.  
 
Figure 11. (a) Lee et al.’s device including the wireless control module (left), internal trigger 
module (middle), and the optical module (right). (b) Image of Lee et al. device validation on 
a mouse. Reprinted from (Lee et al., 2015b) IEEE copyright line © 2015 IEEE.  
6. Miniature CLOS Devices 
This section describes the combined operation of neural recorder and optogenetic 
stimulator devices. In some devices, clinicians manually optimize stimulation parameters based 
on observed neural responses during pre-clinical studies. However, these devices suffer from 
unnecessary delays in delivering instantaneous updates of stimulation parameters. Such delays 
can be eliminated by using real-time feedback extracted from online analysis of the acquired 
neural signal. This in turn is used to estimate the deviation in neural activity, and thus modulate 
the stimulation parameters to achieve the desired neural state. 
A device which incorporates offline signal analysis with a pre-programmed stimulation 
pattern is considered a semi-automated CLOS device, discussed in Section 6.1. A device 
capable of online signal analysis and instantaneous modulation of the stimulation parameters 
based on the sensed neural activity is considered a fully automated CLOS device, discussed in 
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6.1 Semi-Automated CLOS Devices 
A semi-automated CLOS device delivers pre-programmed stimulations independent of 
the observed electrophysiological readout of the brain. The device disregards the modulation 
in neural responses, which in turn excludes the need for online analysis and feedback control 
algorithm. Although the device employs a neural recorder circuitry which continuously records 
the brain state, the neural signal analysis is carried out offline. This offline signal analysis is 
employed to minimize the computational load, power consumption, and memory usage of the 
device. This section gives a brief account of existing semi-automated CLOS devices. 
Jiayi et al. (Jiayi et al., 2009) proposed a hybrid optical stimulation device. The device 
incorporated a 100-element MEA to detect the extracellular potentials, which was pre-
amplified at 1000× gain and bandpass-filtered between 1 and 10 KHz. The pre-processed 
neural data at a sampling rate of 10 KHz was acquired using LabVIEW. Subsequently, the raw 
neural data was thresholded at -300 µV between the frequency range of 250 Hz and 4.8 KHz 
in a 2 ms window using Matlab. These procedures were carried out to extract desired neural 
spikes. The device also employed a dedicated data acquisition system (Cerebus; Blackrock 
Microsystems) for the purpose of multichannel recording. In addition, the device replaced an 
element of the MEA with a stand-alone single optrode (Jing et al., 2012). The optrode was 
coupled to a green laser via its fibre, which delivered optical stimulations to modulate the 
retinal tissues of a mouse whilst simultaneously recording the ganglion cell responses. 
Cao et al. (Cao et al., 2013) developed a neural probe with three microelectrodes to 
record AP signals. The recoded signals were amplified at 500× or 1000× gain and bandpass-
filtered at 300 Hz and 8 KHz cut-off frequencies using OmniPlex software (a commercial 
neural data acquisition system). Further signal analysis were carried out using Plexon Offline 
Sorting and NeuroExplorer, which is a commercial neurophysiological data analysis software. 
A µLED held by the neural probe delivered optical neuromodulations based on the light pulses 
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generated by a function generator. The device verified simultaneous optical stimulations and 
electrical recordings in the visual cortex of a mouse using this neural probe. The signal analysis 
showed that the recorded firing rate of cells is dependent on the light’s stimulation frequency.  
Ki Yong et al. (Ki Yong et al., 2013) fabricated an integrated opto-µECoG module, 
which comprised of two 4 × 4 subarrays of transparent microelectrodes and embedded LEDs. 
The module recorded ECoG signals across the electrode array, which was further amplified 
using RHA2000 amplifier and analysed using Matlab and Chronux toolbox. The temporal and 
spatial characteristics of the acquired neural data were studied every 50 ms with the generated 
average of gamma band energies during signal analysis. The LEDs delivered optical 
stimulations which modulated the activity of neurons transfected with ChR2 opsins. The 
combined optical neuromodulation and neural recording of the device was validated in the rat’s 
visual cortex during the preliminary tests. Furthermore, optical neuromodulation for deep 
cortical structures were also verified using carbon fibre probes for recording extracellular 
potentials following the optical neuromodulations. In this stage, NeuroQuest (Ki Yong et al., 
2013), a MATLAB toolbox, was used for processing and analysis of the acquired neural 
readouts from the brain. 
Gagnon-Turcotte et al. (Gagnon-Turcotte et al., 2015) implemented a headmountable 
device suitable for small rodents (see Figure 12(a)). It includes two recording channels, 
followed by amplification in the bandwidth of 300 Hz and 7 KHz to extract AP signal from the 
acquired neural data. A digital radio transceiver at 2.4 GHz was employed for wireless data 
transmission to receive stimulation parameters from the base station and to deliver the acquired 
neural data. Alternatively, the on-board control unit with a microcontroller could also be 
utilized to generate optical stimulation patterns. Furthermore, the microcontroller digitizes and 
transmits the acquired neural data as well as controls the overall device functionality. Two 
implantable fibre-coupled LEDs were used for delivering optical neuromodulation. An optical 
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stimulation circuitry was dedicated to deliver precise stimulation patterns by translating the 
voltage into current, in order to ensure the delivery of accurate optical power to the target 
neurons. The headstage also hosts a dedicated power management unit to regulate supply 
voltage and to eliminate any high-frequency fluctuations from the battery. The headstage is a 
small foldable PCB structure constructed using commercially available components. The 
headstage is connected to the implantable module hosting optic fibres and the microelectrodes. 
The complete device was validated for combined optical stimulation and electrophysiological 
recording in the mouse. Additionally, the validation involved an external attached tool to 
facilitate in vivo experimentation, which captured natural movement (see Figure 12(b)). 
   
 Figure 12. (a) The unfolded PCB headstage, designed by Gagnon-Turcotte et al, comprising 
of amplification, control, power management, LED drive and wireless transceiver stages. (b) 
Experimental setup used by Gagnon- Turcotte et al., Reprinted with permission from 
(Gagnon-Turcotte et al., 2015) under the Creative Commons Attribution License. 
Nag et al. (Nag et al., 2015) implemented both single-channel and multi-channel 
recording of neural signals (see Figure 13(a-b)). The detected signal was amplified and 
digitized using an integrated RHD2132 chip (see Figure 13(c)). The digitized neural data was 
transferred using either wired or wireless data transfer methods for post-processing, during 
which spikes were analysed using threshold magnitude crossing. A custom built graphical user 
interface (GUI) hosted in a remote-based station was programmed to modulate the optical 
stimulation parameters of the LEDs. The stimulation commands were received by the 
(a) (b) 
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microcontroller which in turn controlled the LEDs using a constant current regulator, in order 
to maintain stable optical power output delivered to the target neurons. The device incorporated 
miniaturized battery-powered sources with single-channel stimulation hardware, and used 
inductive energy harvesting with multi-channel stimulation hardware. The complete multi-
functional optical stimulator circuitry was validated for in vivo single- and multi-channel 
stimulation, and simultaneous electrophysiological recording in the motor and visual cortex of 
mice. The post-processed experimental results indicated the dependency of spike rate as a 
function of pulse width and duration of stimulation. In addition, the mice exhibited tail flicks 
and ear movement during motor cortex stimulations.  
 
Figure 13. Device developed by Nag et al. Reprinted from (Nag et al., 2015) IEEE copyright 
line © 2015 IEEE. (a) Implantable single-channel LED-based Optogenetic stimulation 
system for both surface and deep brain applications. (b) Implantable 64-channel multi-
wavelength LED array and its associated control, wireless power harvesting, and wireless 
data transmission circuitry. (c) Neural amplifier circuitry with connectors. (d) Wireless base 
station.  
All the devices discussed in this section are capable of combined optical stimulation 
and neural recording, with the potential to incorporate closed-loop control logic in order to 
become fully automated CLOS devices. However, the lack of control logic is a major 
bottleneck of these devices, which limits their effectiveness in neuromodulation for therapeutic 
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2013), and Ki Yong et al. (Ki Yong et al., 2013) use either large bench-top setups or 
commercially available software for data acquisition and signal processing. Thus, a computer 
station for data handling (resulting in wired tethering and restricted subject movement) is 
required. The issues with such data handling were resolved by Gagnon-Turcotte et al. (Gagnon-
Turcotte et al., 2015) using wireless data transmission. Nevertheless, their device had 
experimental difficulties during in vivo animal validation, requiring an externally attached tool 
to hold the subject in place. Even with a more flexible and multi-functional device by Nag et 
al. (Nag et al., 2015), there were some instances where the animal subjects had to be 
anesthetized for experimentation purposes, which again restrains the subject’s natural response 
to stimulations. Hence, there is a vital need for more versatile devices with closed-loop control 
logic and enhanced portability.  
6.2 Fully Automated CLOS Devices 
A fully automated CLOS device delivers activity-dependent instantaneous stimulations 
based on real-time analysis of the recorded electrophysiological brain signals. In addition to 
the neural recorder and optogenetic stimulator seen in semi-automated CLOS devices, a fully 
automated CLOS device employs a control algorithm. The control algorithm estimates the 
difference in the recorded neural activity against a pre-defined normal neural activity. Based 
on this estimate, the stimulation parameters are altered, modulating the neural activity so as to 
compensate for any differences. This process is carried out in real time to control the neural 
activity rapidly with minimal delays. All three components, namely the neural recorder, 
optogenetic stimulator, and control algorithm, are crucial to effectively close the loop in a fully 
automated CLOS device. However, in the development of a fully automated CLOS device 
there are several challenges (i.e. increased computational load, power consumption, and 
program/data memory usage) that require attention. This section gives an overview of existing 
fully automated CLOS devices. 
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Krook-Magnuson et al. (Krook-Magnuson et al., 2013) proposed a real-time CLOS 
device to detect and control spontaneous seizures in temporal lobe epilepsy (see Figure 13). 
The device continuously recorded neural activity using EEG and video monitoring. The 
recorded EEG signals were amplified by a Brownlee 410 amplifier, digitized and sampled at 
500 Hz, and further analysed in real time using a custom-designed MATLAB seizure detection 
algorithm running on a desktop computer. The seizure detection algorithm utilized the 
extracted neural signal features (power, spike, or frequency) with individually estimated 
threshold levels to optimally distinguish seizure activity from normal neural activity. Whenever 
a seizure was detected, optical stimulations were initiated in real time, which either excited or 
inhibited the target cells in order to modulate and control the abnormal seizure activity. For 
this purpose, the target cells were first transfected with a specific opsin (HR, ChR2), which 
made them sensitive to light illumination. Whenever the seizures were detected, the custom-
designed algorithm activated the fibre-coupled laser diodes (blue=473 nm, amber=589 nm, or 
red=635 nm) via TTL signals from the digitizer. Most importantly, this device demonstrated 
effective control of seizure activity with real-time seizure detection and closed-loop 
optogenetic stimulation.  
 
Figure 14. On-demand closed loop system design by Krook-Magnuson et al. (Krook-
Magnuson et al., 2013). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: NATURE 
COMMUNICATIONS, advance online publication, 22 Jan 2013 (doi: 10.1038/ncomms2376) 
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Laxpati et al. (Laxpati et al., 2014) employed open-source and commercially available 
resources to develop a versatile CLOS device. Two electrode array configurations, including a 
16-channel MEA [Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT), Alachua, FL., USA], and a 16-channel 
NeuroNexus (Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA) shank coupled with optical ferrules were used for 
various proof-of-concept experiments. An adapted open-source NeuroRighter platform was 
employed for online signal analysis and real-time visualization of the neural responses. Using 
this platform, the recorded raw neural signal was band-pass filtered between 1 - 500 Hz and 
500 - 5000 Hz to extract either LFP or AP signals. After this, positive and negative threshold 
crossing with superparamagnetic clustering (Quiroga et al., 2004) was applied for further 
classification and isolation of neural signals. Additionally, the Chronux suite was used for 
further power spectra and spectrogram analysis. This was followed by a closed-loop control 
implementation, which was also based on the NeuroRighter application program interface 
(API). The price of NeuroRighter platform, including the commercial LED and current drives, 
is about $12k. The NeuroRighter platform also enabled various stimulation pattern generations, 
including custom-designed stimulations, varying frequency, continuous sinusoids, and Poisson 
distributions defined via Matlab scripts. These controlled optical stimulations were delivered 
using commercially available high-intensity LEDs driven by a Plexon LED driver, which was 
based on the control signal received from the NeuroRighter. This overall device demonstrated 
and validated the enhanced flexibility and potential of the open-source NeuroRighter platform 
across various control and stimulation protocols, as well as CLOS in awake and behaving 
animals. Another recent commercial product by Multichannel Systems is capable of wireless 
neural detection, amplification and analysis of neural data from 4 to 32 channels. This system 
includes all the hardware and software modules for wireless signal acquisition and analysis.  
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Nguyen et al. (Nguyen et al., 2014) implemented a CLOS device suitable for both 
scientific and neuroprosthetic applications (see Figure 14). The headstage of the device could 
host up to 24 tetrodes and two optical fibres within a micro-drive. The neural signals acquired 
by the electrodes were amplified at a fixed gain of 200 x using RHA2132 amplifier chip, and 
were bandpass-filtered between 0.2 and 5 KHz. These signals were digitally transmitted via 
digital I/O board for further signal processing using a custom LabVIEW software. The 
LabVIEW software was deployed with a Matlab code to implement a producer-consumer 
design pattern. In this approach, the producer handled high-speed data acquisition while the 
consumer handled data storage and analysis. The initial signal analysis involved spike detection 
with negative amplitude threshold crossing (Quiroga et al., 2004), followed by spike 
classification based on multi-channel template matching (Harris et al., 2000). The template 
matching was performed based on a neural pattern (template) identified during baseline 
measurements. Such pre-defined templates were used to detect and classify the spikes 
depending on the highest correlation during online signal analysis. In addition to this custom-
designed implementation, signal processing was also performed using a commercial Neuralynx 
system in order to provide a comparison of the spike-sorting accuracy of both approaches. In 
this device, optical stimulations were delivered using an LED controlled by TTL pulses. A 
feedback-based CLOS device was validated with the implementation of demand-based optical 
stimulation (i.e. triggered only when cell 12 firing was detected using template matching); 
otherwise, the device delivered no stimulations.  
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Figure 15. Closed-loop LED-based optogenetic stimulation system by Nguyen et al. 
Reprinted with permission from (Nguyen et al., 2014). Copyright 2014, IOP Publishing. All 
rights reserved. NGUYEN, T. K. T., et al., Closed-loop optical neural stimulation based on a 
32-channel low-noise recording system with online spike sorting. Journal of Neural 
Engineering, 2014. 11(4): p. 046005. 
Newman et al. (Newman et al., 2015) demonstrated feedback-controlled optical 
stimulations to control neural spike activity over a timescale. For in vivo experimentation, an 
optrode and a tungsten microelectrode were employed. The acquired neural signals were 
bandpass-filtered in the range of 300 Hz and 5 KHz and further digitized at 24.414 KHz using 
a RZ2 bio acquisition system (Tucker Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA). Alternatively, 
in vitro experimentation employed a 60-channel MEA amplifier (Multichannel systems, 
Reutlingen, Germany), bandpass-filtered in the range of 1 Hz and 5 KHz. The acquired signals 
were processed using the NeuroRighter platform (see Figure 16), followed by spike detection 
using voltage thresholding, and further classification with principal component and K-
Gaussian analysis. Different control schemes implemented include on-off and proportional-
integral (PI) control, in which a control variable was defined to estimate either the demand for 
a stimulation or a deviation in the observed response. The estimated control variable was later 
converted into its appropriate stimulation parameters (pulse width, frequency, and intensity). 
For example, a PI controller estimated the deviation (error) in neuron firing rate compared to 
pre-defined targets. Accordingly, the stimulation parameters were updated in real time to 
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compensate for any errors. On the other hand, an on-off controller was designed to clamp the 
neural activity above or below spontaneous levels based on the estimation of integral error. 
Whenever the estimated error exceeded zero, blue light pulses were delivered to clamp the 
firing rate above the spontaneous level, and yellow light pulses were delivered to clamp it 
below. Optical stimulation used LED light sources of wavelength 465 nm (Blue) or 590 nm 
(Yellow) based on the opsin and the type of stimulation (excitation or inhibition) required. This 
experimentation successfully demonstrated and verified effective control of neural activity 
using the CLOS device based on different control strategies over a range on timescales. 
 
Figure 16. Feedback controlled optical neuromodulation by Newman et al. Reprinted with 
permission from (Newman et al., 2015) under Creative Commons Attribution License. 
 
Pashaie et al. (Pashaie et al., 2015) proposed a new approach for a closed-loop brain 
machine interface using micro-ECoG recording and optical neuromodulation. In their design, 
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a 4 × 4 micro-ECoG platinum array was employed to acquire electrophysiological readouts 
from the brain. The recorded signals were bandpass-filtered between 10 – 150 Hz. After this, 
the neural signals were rectified and the integral of the signal was calculated over a period of 
100 ms. The difference between the measured neural activity and the pre-defined spatial-
temporal neural activity was used to calculate the error signal. A proportional controller was 
then employed to translate the error signal (voltage signal) into its corresponding stimulation 
pulse width (pulse duration). Based on the estimated pulse width, the duration of optical 
exposure was altered, which in turn modulated the neural activity. This process was iterated 
repeatedly until zero error was achieved. This design employed a combination of laser and 
high-power arc lamps to deliver optical stimulations (see Figure 17). The digital micro-mirror 
device (DMD) in the optical setup was programmed based on the estimated stimulation pulse 
duration and was responsible for delivering controlled stimulation. This versatile platform 
demonstrated both single-site and multi-site closed-loop optogenetic stimulation with potential 








Figure 17. Closed-loop neuromodulation setup of Pashaie et al. Reprinted from (Pashaie et 
al., 2015) IEEE copyright line © 2015 IEEE.  
 
Edward et al. (Edward et al., 2016) implemented a miniaturized headmountable CLOS 
device consisting of a neural recorder, an optogenetic stimulator and a control algorithm.  The 
neural recorder acquires neural activity from the target brain region. It has a two-stage amplifier 
and a band-pass-filter. The optogenetic stimulator delivers optical stimulation using an LED. 
The control algorithm analyses the detected neural signals, and then used them to modulate 
optical stimulation delivered through the optogenetic stimulator. The device validation was 
carried through bench-testing. In a later work (Edward and Kouzani, 2017), the CLOS device 
was integrated with a hybrid electrode that has both neural detection electrodes and stimulation 
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μLED, see Figure 18. This hybrid electrode was fabricated on a flexible PCB. The device was 
then validated using an in-vitro test setup. 
 
Figure 18. Miniaturized closed-loop optogenetic stimulation device. HE is Hybrid Electrode, 
APD is Action Potential Detector. ODBS is Optogentic Deep Brain Stimulator. Reprinted 
from (Edward et al., 2016). 
All the above-mentioned devices have successfully validated fully automated CLOS 
operation employing all three essential components: neural recorder, optogenetic stimulator, 
and control algorithm. Even though the implementation of real-time CLOS based on online 
signal analysis is now feasible, the basic neural mechanisms responsible for these 
neuromodulations remain unknown. This is a major bottleneck in the development of a more 
versatile control algorithm, which could potentially replace or modulate the natural neuro 
dynamics of the brain. In addition, the structural and functional complexity of the brain 
structure imposes additional challenges in the device development, especially in terms of 
device miniaturization to interface with micron-sized neurons. As seen in the existing CLOS 
devices, the existing control algorithms are mostly based on basic control theories. Hence, there 
exists a growing demand for more versatile hardware and software implementation of CLOS 
devices to deliver more flexible and dynamic control of neuromodulation with efficient 
feedback signals.  
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7. Practical Challenges and Future Outlooks  
This section discusses the challenges in the design and implementation of CLOS 
devices from their hardware and software perspectives. In addition, suggestions on how to 
tackle the stated challenges are given together with the future directions of the closed-loop 
optogenetics field.  
7.1 Comparison of CLOS Devices from a Hardware Standpoint 
Table 3 provides a comparative analysis of CLOS devices based on their hardware 
components. It includes a discussion on the resolution of recorded electrical activities and 
delivered optical stimulation. Particularly in terms of spatial resolution, optogenetics has 
enhanced cell-type selectivity amongst widespread cell structures compared with electrical 
stimulation. However, there exist ambiguities in the understanding of opsin cycle, light 
wavelength used for excitation and inhibition, and optical stimulation effects on neural 
structures, which limit the potential of optogenetic neuromodulation. On the other hand, the 
physical interaction of electrodes and cells during electrophysiological readout imposes higher 
restriction due to the relative size variation of electrodes with respect to micro-scale neurons. 
This inflicts greater challenges for unravelling single-cell activity, which in turn influences the 
study of neural communication patterns and brain state interpretations.  
The issues associated with device miniaturization, portability and tethering are further 
discussed. Although the miniaturization of electronic hardware is essential for the development 
of portable and implantable solutions, it is often accompanied by limited data and power 
resources, which in turn restricts the operational duration of the device. In addition, this also 
limits on-chip software implementation, which is crucial for delivering CLOS in real time. This 
is usually due to the trade-off between the computational load, operational duration, and 
available resources (including data and power). On the other hand, wireless data and power 
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management techniques exhibit the benefits of hosting complex signal processing algorithms 
with prolonged operational time, while presenting issues such as complex circuitry and 
increased device cost.    
A comparison of various hardware modules of existing CLOS devices is given in Table 
4. They include electrodes, optical sources, amplifiers and filters, and closed-loop controller 
platforms. In addition, device size, power source and tethering options are given. As it can be 
seen from the table, most CLOS devices use real-time signal analysis and feedback control 
using bulky benchtop equipment.  
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Table 3. Comparison of the features of CLOS devices from a hardware standpoint. 
  Opsin  Implant Neural Recorder 
Optogenetic 







 A light-sensitive protein that could 
target specific neuron population, 




 Recording electrode records 
electrical neural activity. 
 Optical source delivers 
optical illuminations. 
 Stimulation electrodes are 
light guide mechanisms for 
optical sources. 
 Amplifier/filter circuitry 
 Digital circuitry for 
digitization, signal 
analysis and storage.  
 Optical source 
drive circuitry.  
 Integrates implant, neural recorder, optogenetic 
stimulator, and control algorithm.  





























 Allows simultaneous 
neuromodulation of 
same/multiple cell type(s), 
through multiple opsin 
expressions on same/different 
cell-type(s).  
 Engineered opsins.  
 Each opsin sensitive to specific 
wavelength of light.  
 Allows excitation and inhibition 
 Multi-dimensional geometric 
organization. 
 Micro-fabricated hybrid 
electrode and µLED arrays 
 Reduced surgical procedures. 
 
 Selective acquisition of 
neural signals  
















               NA 
 Changes in electrode 
impedance. 
 Invasive surgical procedures. 
 Optical output degrades over 
time. 
 Optical power loss due to low 
coupling-efficiency. 
 Thermal heating prone to 
damage nearby cells. 
 Tethering issues and tissue 
damage. 
 Circuit design challenge 
due to low amplitude, high 
noise level and wide 
frequency range of neural 
signals. 
 
 Limited to pre-
clinical animal 
trials  
 Excessive power 




used to power the 
light source.  
 
 Digital electronics influences the accuracy and 
robustness of feedback control. 
 On-board Power and data sources increases 
device size/weight and restricts operational 
duration. 
 Wireless technologies require complex circuitries 










  Studies to understand the 
impact of optical 
neuromodulation  
 Engineered opsins.  
 Miniaturization and micro-
fabrication of electronics. 
 Efficient light-guiding 
methodologies.  
 Multi-channel circuit with 
programmable gain and 
filter. 
 Efficient circuit 





 Efficient power-data management. 
 Devices with optimized configuration in terms of 
miniaturisation, portability, efficiency, 
programmability and feedback control, to suite 
pre-clinical neuroscience studies. 
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Table 4. Comparison of the hardware modules of the existing CLOS devices. 
*NG- Not Given


















NG Matlab  NG NG NG  in vivo  
(Nguyen et al., 
2014) 
2014 8 tetrodes LED Gain 190V/V, BPF 






flat cable Board size 
29.5 mm X 
43.3 mm 
in vivo 
(Wang et al., 
2014) 
2014 8 tetrodes LED Gain 190V/V, BPF 
0.17Hz - 4.5 kHz 





flat cable Board size 
29.5 mm X 
43.3 mm 
in vivo 
(Laxpati et al., 
2014) 
2014 2 X 8 tungsten 
electrode array 




NG Cable NG in vivo 
(Newman et 
al., 2015) 
2015 59-channel MEA LED 300 - 5000 Hz NeuroRighter 
platform and RZ2 
bio acquisition 
system 
NG NG NG in vivo 
(Pashaie et al., 
2015) 







10 - 150 Hz  Computer-based 
system 
NG NG NG in vivo 
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7.2 Comparison of CLOS Devices from a Software Standpoint 
Table 5 provides a comparative analysis of the software modules used in CLOS devices. 
It includes a discussion on neural signal analysis, closed-loop control policy, and stimulation 
parameter modulation. The accuracy and robustness of closed-loop control policies are 
restricted by several parameters including resolution and sampling rate of ADC, extracted 
features, classification and control algorithms. Another problem is the potential false alarms 
during brain state interpretation, which can cause unwanted stimulation of target cells. Other 
issues may include delays in delivering feedback to the controller and modulating the 
stimulation parameters.  
The importance of recording and stimulation parameters in forming a versatile control 
algorithm is discussed. The choice of recording and stimulation parameters in closing the loop 
in existing CLOS devices is vital; this is due to the fact that the importance of individual 
parameters is not clearly understood, resulting in inconsistent use of different parameters in 
various systems. Another issue is the ambiguity in the relationship between neuromodulation 
and recorded neural activity. This prevents the control algorithm from efficiently modulating 
the stimulation parameters, resulting in under or overstimulation of the target cells.  
Another major issue is the implementation of robust and instantaneous real-time 
feedback control. This involves a series of real-time signal processing steps, such as neural 
signal acquisition, signal feature extraction, signal sorting, determination of neural state and 
feedback control. To date, there is no generic methodology for real-time feedback control 
algorithm that is suitable for all neuroscience application. Based on the application needs, in 
terms of processing time and computational load, the accuracy and robustness of the control 
algorithm is decided. The major challenge of using computationally inexpensive algorithms 
together with miniaturized low-power processing platforms is their inability to handle fast-
spiking neural activity, and complex neural activity patterns.  
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A comparison of the software modules of the existing CLOS devices is given in Table 
6. They include feature extraction for extracting neural signal parameters, classifier for 
grouping neural signals, and control policy to estimate and modulate stimulation parameters 
based on the interpreted brain state.  
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Table 5. Comparison of the features of CLOS devices from a software standpoint 






n  Analyses the recorded neural signal 
using spike sorting and 
classification in order to interpret 
brain state.  
 Establishes a relation between 
required neural stimulation and 
response.  
 Delivers feedback control to 
modulate stimulation.  
 Modulation of stimulation 
parameters based on the 











  Analyses and Interprets the neural 
state based on acquired neural 
activity.   
 Implemented online or offline. 
 Allows real-time instantaneous feedback control.  
 Eliminates unwanted and delayed neuromodulation.  








 Accuracy and robustness of 
signal analysis is influenced by 
ADC resolution, sampling rate, 
and quantization levels. 
 Computational duration 
introduces delay in feedback 
control. 
 Incompatible to accommodate 
millisecond scale neural spikes. 
 No generic or defined steps for 
effective signal analysis.  
 Usually based on basic control 
theories. 
 Not wholly compatible with 
complex natural neural dynamics.  
 Introduces delay in feedback 
control. 
 Compromised in accuracy by 
limited hardware resources 
(memory, speed and power).  
 Restricted by circuit 
limitations to deliver 
millisecond-scale control. 
 Effect of optical stimulation 
on the electrical activity of 











  Studies to better relate individual 




 Mathematical models of stimulus-
response relation are required. 
 Efficient algorithm with reduced 
processing time and increased 
accuracy.  
 Studies to understand after-

























  Unlocks the role of individual 
neural signal features, in 
determining neural state.  
 Effective choice of the number of recording and stimulation parameters 






g  Lack of knowledge about the 
altering signal characteristics and 
optimum number of neural signal 
features (biomarkers). 
 Robustness and accuracy 
influenced by the choice 
biomarkers and stimulation 
parameters. 
 Lack of knowledge about the 
effects of altering stimulation 
parameters and the optimum 











 Studies to understand the role of 
neural signal features to interpret 
neural state. 
 Efficient signal analysis methods 
with reduced processing time 
and computational load. 
 Studies to better correlate the 
stimulus and response. 
 Development of dynamic control 
algorithm compatible with natural 
neuro dynamics.  
 Studies to better understand 
the after-effects of 
independent and combined 
modulation of different 
stimulation parameters.  
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Table 6. Comparisons of software modules of existing CLOS devices. 
 
Reference Feature Extraction Classifier Control Policy Stimulation Parameters Training 
(Krook-Magnuson 
et al., 2013) 
Spike features, frequency 
properties and signal power 
properties 
NA On-demand on-off 
control 
Light pulse duration NA 
(Nguyen et al., 
2014) (Wang et al., 
2014) 
Correlation of predefined spike 
template 
Negative amplitude 
threshold crossing  
On-demand on-off 
control 
 Brightness of light source NA 
(Laxpati et al., 
2014) 




On-demand control Pulse power and pulse 
width 
NA 
(Newman et al., 
2015) 
Average firing rate  Sorting and first order 
average filtering 
Error compensating PI 
control, and on-demand 
on-off control 
Pulse frequency, pulse 
width, power, LED 
current and light intensity 
Classifier training specific 
to individual channel 
(Pashaie et al., 
2015) 




Pulse width duration  Estimation of the 
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7.3 Key design elements to be considered for CLOS device development  
Based on the above-mentioned discussions on various hardware and software modules 
of CLOS, the common design elements to be considered for the development of a miniaturized 
CLOS device is presented in the Table 7.  
The existing tethered CLOS devices use commercial and open-source platforms for 
neural detection and stimulation. They require an implant that includes neural detection 
electrodes to sense neural signals, and optical sources/light-guide to deliver optical stimulations 
(Nguyen et al., 2014, Armstrong et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2014). The implant is tethered to an 
external desktop setup which has in-built features for neural signal acquisition, visualization, 
analysis, feedback control and optical stimulation. Hence, a design concern in tethered CLOS 
devices relates to the implanted electrode (including detection electrodes and optical 
sources/light-guide mechanisms). The impedance of the detection electrodes is altered during 
prolonged operation degrading the quality of signal acquisition. The quality of signal 
acquisition is also affected by external noises and interferences from the activity of 
neighbouring neurons.  The wavelength and power output of the optical sources depend on the 
type of opsin and stimulation (excitation/inhibition) used. The choice of optical source depends 
on its optical output, optical efficacy, electrical and thermal characteristics, size, and power 
consumption. For example, optical stimulations associated with thermal heating of target 
neurons may damage the neuron.    
In addition to the implanted electrode, tetherless miniature CLOS devices include on-
board neural detector circuit, optogenetic stimulator circuit, control algorithm hosted on the 
device, and battery. The major design elements are computational load, operational duration, 
power consumption, and portability. Increased complexity of the control algorithm introduces 
delays in the feedback control. The overall power consumption of the device affects the 
operational duration of the device. Although microelectronics and microfabrication techniques 
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have allowed miniaturization of the electronics, the on-board battery contributes to almost 50% 
of device weight (Iwai et al., 2011), which limits the portability of the device. Hence, wireless 
power and data telemetry are considered.  
Furthermore, the development of effective and robust control algorithm becomes a 
major challenge due to fast-spike neural activity. The spike rate of a typical neuron is around 10 
to 100 spikes per second in active state and 1 to10 spikes per second in resting state. The spike duration 
is approximately 1 to 2 ms  (Harrison et al., 2007). Hence, the sampling rate of the neural signal has to 
match the spike rate to capture the neural activity. Therefore, the sampling rate for digitization is chosen 
between approximately 15 KS/s and 62 KS/s based on the application requirements (Ming et al., 2013, 
Sodagar et al., 2009). Another factor that affects online signal analysis is the Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR). Obeid et al. (Obeid and Wolf, 2004) analysed three classes of spike-detection 
algorithms, with limited transmission bandwidth and computational capability. The results 
indicate that including absolute value before threshold crossing and increasing the SNR 
enhance the effectiveness of neural spike detection.   
Spike detection and classification of neural signals are affected by the resolution of digitization. 
Ideally, each spike waveform has to be mapped to a neuron which is not achievable with existing 
approaches. Spike detection and classification methods are based on spike-time or spike-amplitude or 
combination of both. The most complex combination of these parameters defines the precision in 
classification. This in turn depends on the computational capability of the device hardware and software 
(Lewicki, 1998). Therefore, most devices are limited in detection and stimulation parameters, see Table 
6. 
Threshold crossing is a common classifier logic, as it benefits from minimal hardware and 
software requirements, improved waveform detection, and data compression (Harrison et al., 2007, 
Bonfanti et al., 2011, Azin et al., 2011, Gosselin et al., 2009). However, a major drawback in threshold 
detection is the elimination of shape change in the spike waveform. Therefore some devices employ 
template matching, which is based on pre-defined waveform templates. Here, based on the number of 
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points on the spike template the processing load increases. Therefore, to reduce the computational load, 
level threshold is integrated with template matching, to enable online analysis (Roy and Wang, 2012). 
On the other hand, Non-linear Energy Operator (NEO) segregates similar shaped waveforms based on 
several spike features, such as maximum peak value and time interval (Ye et al., 2008, Moosung et al., 
2008). The efficacy of this makes it suitable for online analysis at a reduced computational expense.   
To conclude, the major technological barrier of CLOS device miniaturization is the 
efficient use of miniaturized electronics or wireless technology, to accommodate neural signal 
analysis and feedback control algorithms. Based on the application requirements, the 
algorithms can be implemented on-board of a microcontroller (Edward et al., 2016), or on an 
external software (Newman et al., 2015, Armstrong et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2014). A 
promising approach will include effective integration of the control algorithm into on-board 
electronics for applications that require cost-effective solutions. Another enhancement would 
be to develop wireless power and data transmission techniques with unrestricted operational 
distances, for applications that require more accurate and prolonged experimentations. 
The key technical challenges involved in the development of a miniaturized closed-
loop optogenetic devices are as follows:  
1. Miniaturizing all the required components into a single low-power light-weight and 
small unit that can operate within the required trial duration. 
2. Handling very low strength brain biomarkers to close the feedback loop in real-time.  
3. Eliminating the background noise and the interference of neighbouring neurons during 
signal acquisition. 
4. Realizing on-demand opsin delivery for maintaining the light-sensitivity of the neurons. 
5. Developing optical sources that can deliver high optical output with reduced power 
consumption.  
6. Eliminating the optical power losses due to low-coupling efficiency of optic fibres. 
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7. Incorporating high-end processing platforms in a miniaturized low-power 
configuration. 
8. Developing sophisticated but computationally inexpensive signal analysis and control 
algorithms. 
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electrodes and optical 
sources/light-guide 
mechanism) 
Neural Detector Optogenetic Stimulator Software 
(Feature Extraction/ Control 
Algorithm) 
Power and Data Sources 
Tethered • Number of channels  
• Size of the electrode 
implant 
• Target brain region 
• Bio-compatibility of 
electrode 
• Surgical Procedures 
• Duration of 
experimentation  




• Power loss due to 
low-coupling 
efficiency of optic 
fibres 
• Changes in detection 
electrode impedance 
• Degradation of 
optical power output 
• External noise 
sources 




• Target neural signals 
features 
• Choice of 
commercial desktop-
devices 
• Background noises 
and related signal-to-
noise ratio 
• Connectivity to the 
Electrode 
• Choice of 
commercial 
desktop-devices 
• Connectivity to the 
Electrode 
• External high-end and 
commercial software 
options. 
• Widespread options in 
neural signal analysis 
and control algorithms 
• Accuracy and 
robustness of feedback 
control  
• External Power/Data 
source 
• Unlimited operation 
duration 
• Restricted in 
movement and 
distance 
Tetherless • Target neural signals 
features 
• Size  
• Weight 
• Connectivity to the 
electrode 
• Method of affixation 
to the subject (e.g., 
Headmounted or 
backpack) 
• Type of drive 
circuitry  






• Connectivity to the  
• Method of 








• Computational load 
• Computational 
duration 
• Method of online 
signal analysis 
• Type of controller 
•  Delay in delivering 
feedback control  
• Accuracy and 
robustness of feedback 
control 
• Wireless power 
transfer/battery 
• Wireless data 
transfer/on-board 
storage 
• Size  
• Weight 
• Operational duration 
• Cost of device 
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Closed-loop optogenetic stimulation is used to modulate neural circuitries that are 
responsible for neurological disorders. Semi-automated devices employ a neural recorder and 
an optical stimulator, but ignore their interdependency, resulting in ineffective 
neuromodulations. To optimize neuromodulation, fully automated devices are being developed 
for delivering response-dependent stimulations. The enhanced cell-type selectivity and 
optimized control of fully automated devices have enabled the selective modulation of specific 
cell types based on the detected brain state. The ultimate goal of such devices is to effectively 
repair neural abnormalities and enable the development of therapeutic options for neurological 
disorders. Recent years have seen the continuous development of new devices and 
improvement in the functionality of existing ones. The advances in fabrication technologies 
have enhanced device miniaturization. However, this technology is still in its infancy and more 
research is required to create devices that can effectively interrogate and modulate target cells. 
This paper gave a comprehensive review of the existing miniaturized closed-loop optogenetic 
stimulation devices. A generic architecture for these devices was formulated, identifying and 
describing different hardware and software components. The devices were categorized into 
semi-automated and fully automated groups. The challenges in the design and implementation 
of the devices were listed, and the future directions of the technology were highlighted. An 
ideal closed-loop optogenetic stimulation device would be implantable and capable of 
performing uninterrupted, optimized and chronic stimulations for a range of neurological 
applications. 
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CHAPTER 3: PROPOSED MINIATURIZED CLOSED-LOOP OPTOGENETIC 
STIMULATION DEVICE 
 
The proposed miniature CLOS device consists of four modules: a hybrid electrode (HE), an 
action potential detector (APD), an optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBS), and a closed- 
loop control algorithm (CCA), see Figures 3-1 and 3-2. 
 
The HE consists of two detection electrodes and a stimulation LED. The detection electrodes 
sense neural signals from the target brain region, which serve as input to the APD. The APD 
selectively acquires and amplifies the neural signals from noise signals. The APD consists of 
a pre-amplifier, a band pass filter, and a post-amplifier. The amplifier gain and pass-band filter 
frequencies allow selective isolation of targeted neural activity from neighbouring neural 
interferences. The signal from the APD’s output is then fed to the microcontroller in the ODBS. 
The microcontroller hosts the CCA which analyses the neural signals and implements the 
closed-loop control algorithm, see Figure 3-2. The CCA includes a feature extractor, a control 
logic, and a pulse generator. The feature extractor characterizes the neural signals based on 
Figure 3-1. Proposed CLOS device. (a) Hybrid electrode. (b) Action potential detector. 
(c) Optogenetic deep brain stimulator. 
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their amplitude variations. The control algorithm establishes a relationship between the 
detected brain state and its corresponding stimulation decision. For instance, an on-off control 
algorithm either excites or inhibits the target neurons due to abnormal or normal brain state, 
respectively. The pulse generator controls the stimulation parameters (e.g., pulse width, duty 
cycle and frequency) of optical stimulations. Depending of the output of the control algorithm, 
the microcontroller controls the LED driver circuitry, which in turn modulates the LED. 
 
 
Figure 3-3 displays the integrated headmountable configuration of the CLOS device for use 
with small laboratory animals. 
 
Figure 3-3. Headmountable configuration of CLOS device. 
Figure 3-2. Functional block diagram of the closed-loop control algorithm within ODBS. Blocks highlighted in blue represent 
hardware. Blocks highlighted in orange represent software. 
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND VALIDATION OF THE ACTION 
POTENTIAL DETECTOR MODULE 
 
The article included in this chapter “A Miniature Neural Recording Device” was published 
in the Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Industrial Technology 2016. 
 
This paper presents the first version of neural detector APDv1, which is designed to acquire 
electrical neural activity from the target neuron population, and to perform analog-to digital 
conversion and storage. This device consists of two modules, namely an analog module 
dedicated for amplification and filtration, and a digital module dedicated for digitization and 
storage. The storage feature of APDv1 is useful for offline analysis of neural signal 
characteristics. However, the design of APDv1 had fixed gain and had excessive passive 
components that increased the device size. It also had additional features which were 
redundant for a miniaturized CLOS device. 
 
Hence, an optimized version of the neural detector APDv2 was developed to provide 
modifiable gain and to reduce device size. A detailed illustration of the APDv2 design, 
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Abstract— This paper presents a portable neural recording 
device for use with laboratory animals. It can detect and record 
neural signals from the cortical region of the brain during pre-
clinical trials. The device utilizes simplified circuitry to perform 
signal detection, filtering, sampling, and storage. It includes 
analog and digital components each implemented on a separate 
small printed circuit board. The two printed circuit boards are 
then attached to one another to form the device. It is capable of 
uninterrupted operation for over 2 hours on a single coin battery. 
A bench-testing of the device was performed with pre-recorded 
neural signal which then injected to the input of the device to give 
validation of efficient operation of the device. Its amplification 
and filtration features have been analyzed. An overall 56 dB 
amplification and filtration in the frequency range of 300 Hz to 4 
KHz was achieved. Sampling and storage at a reduced power and 
computational load is demonstrated with uninterrupted storage 
of the neural signal. A comparison of the input and reconstructed 
neural signals shows minimal variation error. 
Keywords— neural recording; amplification; filtering; storage; 
device; portable  
I. INTRODUCTION
Neurological disorders such as epilepsy, schizophrenia, 
Parkinson’s disease, autism and depression [1] are caused by 
irregularities in the brains neural network. Neural recording 
devices allow the study of such irregularities [2]. Many of 
these devices require an electrode to be implanted directly into 
the target brain tissue, which can cause damage to the 
surrounding brain tissue. Hence animal models are widely 
used.  
     Due to the small size of many laboratory animals, the 
size and weight of the device requires consideration. Early 
attempts to perform small animal neural recording involved 
tethering the animal to bench-top testing apparatus. The tethers 
often put the animals through unnecessary strain, introducing 
errors into the collected behavioral data, and limiting both 
animal lifetime and safe testing periods. Tetherless (wireless) 
single devices circumvent these issues. 
In recent years, there has been a large volume of published 
research on wireless devices for neural recording. Researchers 
have been investigating different approaches to answer several 
issues related to single-piece self-contained devices. Some 
existing devices make use of wireless power harvesting and 
supercapacitors [3] to reduce the weight of the device, and 
allow for longer testing periods. This requires costly power 
transmission systems and concessions in enclosure design.  
In this paper, we outline a low cost, lightweight, self-
contained device for acute wireless neural recording. It 
employs simplified circuitry to implement signal detection, 
filtering, sampling, and storage. It includes analog and digital 
components each implemented on a separate small printed 
circuit board. The two printed circuit boards are then attached 
to one another to form the entire device. It is capable of 
uninterrupted operation for over 2 hours on a single small coin 
battery. 
II. NEURAL SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
  Recording of the neural signal can be done in two ways: 
(i) intracellular recording which involves direct insertion of the
probe inside the neuron which leads to the death of neuron
after a few second [4]; (ii) extracellular recording which
involves recording the neural activity outside the neuron
without damaging it. Extracellular recording produces very low
potential in the range of tens to hundreds of micro volts [2]
which imposes the development of low-noise and high-
amplification readout electronics.
  The potential generated by neuron combines local field 
potential (LFP) as well as action potential (AP). Action 
potential is the membrane potential of the neuron whose 
amplitude range is between 50 µV to 500 µV with the 
frequency range of 300 Hz to 5 KHz. LFP is the potential 
which is the sum of electrical responses from nearby neurons 
which has an amplitude of up to 5 mV in the low-pass range of 
1 Hz to 300 Hz [5] . 
The design presented in this paper focuses on single 
channel measurement of neural potential with passband 
frequency of 300 Hz to 5 KHz.  
The developed device includes two components: analog 
and digital. Each components is implemented on a small 
printed circuit board. The two printed circuit boards are then 
attached to one another to form the whole device. 
III. ANALOG BOARD
The circuit diagram for the analog component of the device 
is shown in Figure 1. The implementation of the amplifier 
design to work with high and low frequency range is outlined 
in this paper [6]. This device can be modified to work with the 
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high or low frequency versions as per the selection of the type 
of potential range required. A reference signal from a second 
electrode is used to reduce signal noise. This is done through 
the use of a two-stage differential amplifier with a gain of 5.02 
and CMMR above 100. Two stages were used so that the first 
can act as a buffer for the input signal, while the reference 
signal has its own op amp for buffering. The signal is then 
passed through three stages of filtering, consisting of a passive 
low pass filter followed by a passive high pass filter, and then 
an active low pass filter with a peak gain of 330. 
Fig. 1. Analog circuit design comprising two amplifier and three filter stages. 
A. Pre-Amplification
Since the measured neural signal is in the range of micro
volts, very high amplification is required. The spike potential 
that is used to digitize the neural signal is identified in the 
bandwidth range of 300 Hz to 3 KHz in the neural signal.   
Reference neural signal is regulated using a voltage 
follower. Similarly, the analog ground is stabilized. The 
differential amplification of the reference and input signal is 
achieved with the pre-amplifier followed by the unity gain for 
both the amplifiers while the difference of the first amplifier is 
fed to the second amplifier stage. Thus, an amplification of 
about 5 dB is attained. This stage aims at reducing the noise 
being transmitted through the main filter and amplification 
circuitry. The output of the differential stage is the resulting 
amplified signal of the neuron set of interest. The impact of 
electrode polarization on the measured neural signal is 
eliminated with the use of 120 MΩ resistor [6] .  
B. Filtering
Majority of the spike potential appear in the frequency
range of 300 Hz to 3 KHz. The current research aims at 
resolving the firing pattern of neurons than resolving the actual 
neuron structure. This circuit focuses on detecting the firing 
pattern of various neuron sets and hence the spike potential 
detection is concentrated towards eliminating the LFP signal. 
Hence, the band pass filter is designed with a combination of  a 
LPF and a HPF with the cutoff frequency of 300 Hz and 3 
KHz.  
The signal is filtered with a series of a passive LPF and a 
passive HPF before being fed to the non-inverting terminal of 
the final amplification stage. The attenuated signal from the 
passive LPF with a cutoff frequency of 3 KHz is fed to the 
passive HPF filter with cutoff frequency of 300 Hz.  
C. Amplification
The signal after filtering is amplified with a gain coefficient
of 50 dB that results in the milli-volt range for the micro-volt 
input neural signal. This signal is then fed to the digital part of 
the circuit that involves sampling, digitization, storage. 
D. Assmbled Board
Figure 2 shows the design of the board, as well as the top
and bottom views of the fabricated and assembled analog 
board. The developed printed circuit board has two layers. 
Some of the components are placed on the top layer while the 
other components are mounted on the bottom layer. The size of 
the analog board is 17 mm × 13 mm. 
(a) (b)      (c) 
Fig. 2. Analog board. (a) Design. (b) Top view. (c) Bottom view. 
IV. DIGITAL BOARD
The circuit diagram for the digital component of the device 
is displayed in Figure 3. It includes a microcontroller, a 64-
Mbit DataFlash memory, and a magnetic switch. It receives the 
output of the analog board, digitizes it using the analog to 
digital converter on-board of the microcontroller, and the stores 
the data within the DataFlash memory. The data stored in the 
memory can be sent to a computer via a serial two-wire 
communication port. 
Fig. 3. Digital circuit design comprising a microcontroller, a 64-Mbit 
DataFlash memory, and a magnetic switch. 
A. Microcontroller
ATmega 88PA is a low-power 8-bit microcontroller based
upon Atmel’s AVR 8-bit style [7]. Instructions are performed 
in one clock cycle demonstrating throughputs near 1 
MIPS/MHz. It offers 8 Kbytes of program memory (flash), 512 
bytes EEPROM, 1Kbytes SRAM, 23 digital I/O pins, 3 
Timer/Counters, a host of interrupts, a USART, an SPI serial 
port, a 6-channel 10-bit ADC, a programmable watchdog timer 
with internal oscillator, and five power saving modes: (i) in 
idle mode it stops the CPU while allowing the SRAM, 
Timer/Counters, USART, 2-wire Serial Interface, SPI port, and 
interrupt system to continue functioning, (ii) the power-down 
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mode can save the content of the registers but stops the 
oscillator, and inactivating all other functions until an interrupt 
or hardware reset is received, (iii) in power-save mode, the 
timer continues to operate, enabling the user to keep a timebase 
but other parts of the device goes to sleep, (iv) the ADC noise 
reduction mode halts the CPU and I/O modules except for 
timer and ADC, to reduce switching noise while ADC is 
converting, and (v) in standby mode, the oscillator runs but the 
rest of the device halts.  
The ADC utilizes a 10-bit successive approximation 
approach to transform the analog signal to a 10-bit digital 
value. It is connected to a multi-channel multiplexer which 
enables eight single-ended voltage inputs. An internal 1.1 V 
reference voltage is used in our implementation. The analog 
input signal is passed through a voltage divider circuit 
involving a 8.7 kΩ resistor and a 4.7 kΩ resistor ensuring that 
the signal applied to the channel 0 of the ADC falls within 0 V 
to 1.1 V. The ADC is programmed to sample the signal 1000 
times per second.  
B. DataFlash Serial Flash Memory
AT45DB641E is an 8-pin flash memory chip with a serial
interface for tasks demanding real-time response [8]. Its 
69,206,016 bits of memory are arranged as 32,768 pages of 
264 bytes each. Along with the main memory, it also has two 
SRAM buffers of 264 bytes each. Interweaving between the 
buffers rises the system's capability to write a nonstop data 
stream. Unlike classical flash memories which are accessed 
randomly with several address lines and a parallel interface, the 
DataFlash chip employs a serial interface for successive data 
access. This simple successive data access decreases pin count, 
simplifying hardware layout, enhancing reliability, reduceing 
switching noise, and minimizing chip size. To enable re-
programmability of the chip, high input voltages for 
programming are not needed. It runs from one 1.7V to 3.6V 
power supply for the read, erase, and program operations. It is 
activated through a chip select pin and accessed through an 
interface involving the serial input, serial output, and serial 
clock pins. The memory receives instructions from the 
microcontroller too operate. An instruction begins with the 
falling edge of the chip select pin and then sending an 8-bit 
opcode as well as the address of the desired memory location. 
During normal operation, it enters a standby mode to reduce 
power consumption when the chip select pin is deasserted. The 
deep power-down and ultra- deep power-down commands send 
it to even lower power consumption states.  
C. Nanopower Digital Switch
ADL024-14E comprises a giant magnetoresistive digital
switch which is run at low voltages as well as exceptionally 
low currents [9]. Its output is turned on when a magnetic field 
is asserted, and turned off when the field is deasserted. The 
magnetic field can be of both polarities, and the magnetic 
operating point is well stable in the range of supply voltage and 
various temperatures. The output of the chip is current-sinking 
and is capable of sinking up to 100 µA. It is used in our work 
to start and stop the operation of the device and to enter the 
communications mode for reading the content of the flash 
memory into a computer.  
D. Assmbled Board
Figure 4 shows the design of the board, as well as the top
and bottom views of the fabricated and assembled digital 
board. The developed printed circuit board has two layers. All 
of the components are placed on the top layer while some 
interconnecting wires are placed on the bottom layer. The size 
of the digital board is also 17 mm × 13 mm. This enables us to 
attach the digital board to the analog board and form a stacked-
two-board solution. 
(a) (b)      (c) 
Fig. 4. Digital board. (a) Design. (b) toop view. (c) Bottom view. 
V. BENCH-TESTING OF THE DEVICE
The bench testing is carried out in two stages, first with the 
analog board, and then with the whole device including both 
analog and digital boards as described in the following notes. 
A. Bench-Testing of the Analog Board
Assuming ideal op amps, this circuitry is expected to give a
frequency response according to the bode plots shown in 
Figure 5. This has a lower and upper 3 dB cutoff frequencies of 
of 1 Hz and 2.7 KHz. However, due to the lightweight nature 
of the device, the amplifier is only within 5% of the peak gain 
between 2.7 Hz and 1 KHz. Hence anything outside of this 
range may need digital post processing to flatten the frequency 
distribution. The frequency range can be further tightened as 
described by Vyssotski et al [6].  
Fig. 5. Bode plot of the amplifier and filter circuitry assuming ideal op-amps. 
The empirical frequency response of the amplifier circuity 
is given in the bode plots illustrated in Figure 6. The figure 
reveals that the empirical response matches the theoretical 
response shown in Figure 5.  
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 Fig. 6. Empirical frequency response of the the amplifier and filter circuitry. 
B. Bench-Testing of the Whole Device
The bench-testing setup is shown in the Figure 7. The first
bench-testing was carried out using the regular sinusoidal 
signal generated by a function generator. The amplification 
gain and the bandwidth of the filtration were measured and 
verified with the theoretical results. A second bench-testing 
was performed with an existing actual recorded neural signal 
which is then opened in LabVIEW, and outputted to the device 
through an analog output of the NI myDAQ. The raw neural 
signal was obtained from a public neural database. The raw 
data format was changed in Matlab to make it suitable to feed 
into the arbitrary waveform generator of the LabVIEW. For 
this purpose, the neural signal was imported into the waveform 
generator of LabVIEW. Then, the regenerated neural signal 
from the ARB was fed to the input of our device from the 
analog output of the myDAQ which was then amplified and 
filtered similarly by the analog board. Whilst the output of the 
analog board was displayed on a oscilloscope for visual 
verification (see Figure 8), at the same time, the output was 
sampled and digitized by the digital board at the sampling rate 
of 1000 Hz. The digital value of the samples were stored in the 
flash memory on-board of the digital board.  
Fig. 7. Bench-testing setup. 
The data stored in the flash memory of the device was later 
extracted through its communication port for further processing 
and analysis. These extracted signal was also compared with 
the raw neural data fed into the device for calculation of error 
in data processing which was done in Matlab. It was observed 
that the stored data resembled the variations of the raw neural 
signal fed into the input of the device very closely (over 96%). 
Figure 9 shows the complete device including both the analog 
and the digital boards as well as the battery holder and battery. 
The weight the device without a battery is 0.97 g and with a 
battery holder and a battery is 2.02 g. In our future work, the 
device with be tested with laboratory animals and the results. 
Fig. 8. The amplified and filtered output of the analog board for actual 
recorded neural signal injected to the input of the board. 
Fig. 9. (a) Complete stacked tow-board device. (b) The device with a battery. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The developed device has enhanced the overall portability 
of the neural recorder with integrated stacked setup with inbuilt 
storage and power. This eliminates  unexpected termination of 
the pre-clinical testing procedure due to interference of the 
tethering and bulkier device with the animal. This is expected 
to be further integrated with neural stimulator setup with closed 
loop feedback logic which can further extend the scope of 
testing in current scenarios for pre-clinical trials in laboratories. 
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF A CLOSED-
LOOP OPTOGENETIC STIMULATION DEVICE – VERSION 1 
 
The article included in this chapter “Portable Closed-Loop Optogenetic Stimulation Device” 
was published in the Proceedings of the 38th Annual International Conference of IEEE 
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society 2016. 
 
This paper presents the first version of a miniature CLOS device (CLOSv1), which delivers 
closed-loop optical stimulations based on real-time analysis of detected neural response to 
stimulation. The CLOSv1 device consists of, (i) a fibre-coupled LED that act as a stimulating 
electrode, (ii) an action potential detector (APDv2) that is configured to acquire neural signal 
from target neurons, (iii) an optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBSv1) that is designed to 
deliver optical stimulations, and (iv) a closed-loop control algorithm (CCAv1) to implement 
CLOS. However, the fibre-coupled LED employed in this device resulted in excessive 
optical output loss due to the fibre coupling efficiency. This led to increased power 
consumption of the device, which in turn affected the operational duration of the device. 
Therefore, this issue was addressed in the optimized CLOSv2 with the development of a 
hybrid electrode (HE). A detailed illustration of the hybrid electrode (HE) and the optimized 
CLOS device (CLOSv2) is presented in Chapter 6. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a closed-loop optogenetic 
stimulation device to achieve online modulation of neurons. The 
device is designed to be mountable on small rodents in pre-
clinical settings. Considering the size of rodents and the need 
for portability, a single-piece self-contained device is developed 
which allows real-time photostimulation based on detected 
neuronal states. It consists of three components: a neural 
recorder, a control algorithm, and an optogenetic stimulator. 
The neural recorder which is realized by analogue circuitry 
measures the neural signal. The on-off control algorithm 
analyses the neural signal and controls the stimulation of the 
target neurons. The optogenetic stimulator performs sampling 
and digitization of the detected neural signal, runs the control 
algorithm, and manages the operation of the light source. The 
configurable neural recorder is capable of 64 dB amplification 
in the frequency range of 300 Hz to 6 KHz. The outcome of 
bench testing of the device is reported. The device is portable 
and headmountable which makes it suitable for use with small 
rodents in pre-clinical trials.  
I. INTRODUCTION
Most neurological disorders are reported to be associated 
with pathological neural oscillations [1-2]. However, the 
mechanisms responsible for these pathological neural 
oscillations are not fully known. Techniques that are capable 
of selective modulation of the affected neurons in the brain 
can be effective in deciphering the underlying mechanisms of 
pathological neural oscillations.  
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been used to 
investigate the causes of neurological disorders, and applied 
as an effective therapeutic mechanism to several neurological 
and psychiatric disorders. However, DBS which delivers 
electrical stimulation to target brain regions lacks spatial 
precision. Apart from stimulating the target brain region, it 
also stimulates surrounding neurons and processes.  
In recent years, optogenetics has been developed as an 
alternative method to modulate target brain regions with 
higher spatial precision. It is used to control neurons with 
light. However, neurons are inherently unresponsive to light; 
they are thus genetically modified to make them sensitive to 
light prior to optogenetic stimulation [3].  
Advances in optogenetics have enabled both excitation 
and inhibition of neurons using genetically encoded ion 
channels sensitive to specific wavelengths of light. 
Optogenetics enables neuromodulations at single-neuron 
level with millisecond-scale control of a neuron among a 
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complex neuronal structure. It is thus suitable for 
electrophysiological studies of neurological disorders. 
In open-loop optogenetics, a pre-defined pattern of 
stimulation light pulses is delivered to target brain tissue 
where no feedback is used to adjust the stimulation 
parameters in real time. However, feedback is crucial for 
incorporating the neuronal response to optogenetic 
stimulation to enhance the efficacy of stimulation [4-5]. A 
closed-loop optogenetics setup is beneficial when neuronal 
response fluctuate rapidly based on internal or external 
conditions for brief or extended periods of time, which is a 
case in most applications. 
While there have been several implementations of closed-
loop optogenetics [5], majority of the exsiting systems 
employ complex circuitry, and are therefore bulky. They are 
usually connected to target brain regions using long inflexible 
optical fibers [3]. However, in chronic pre-clinical trials, 
laboratory animals need to freely move around while 
receiving activation/deactivation for days without 
interruption. This is difficult to achieve with the existing 
optogenetics technology. Moreover, tethering rises the risk of 
twisting the optical fiber cord around the animal. 
This paper is organised as follows. Section II gives a 
description of a generic closed optogenetic stimulation 
system. Section III presents the proposed neural recorder. 
Section IV gives a desripton of the porposed optogenetic 
stimlator. Section V describes the control algorithm. Section 
VI presents the result of evaluation of the closed-loop device. 
Finally, Section VII give the concluding remarks. 
II. CLOSED-LOOP OPTOGENETICS
A feedback control optogenetic stimulation approach may 
calculate the difference in neuronal activity between the 
normal and abnormal states and deliver stimulation to reduce 
the abnormal state. Figure 1(a) illustrates a functional block 
diagram description of a closed-loop optogenetic stimulation 
system. First, the neural signal is amplified and filtered. The 
gain of the amplifier and the frequency range of filter are 
determined in a way to eliminate unwanted components of 
the signal and also remove the noise. Next, sampling and 
digitization of the enhanced neural signal is performed. 
Features are extracted from the digitized signal. The control 
algorithm interprets the neural state from the extracted 
features and then guides the stimulation. This is done by 
adjusting stimulation parameters, or enabling/disabling the 
stimulation itself.  
A generic closed-loop optogenetic stimulation system 
comprises three key components: (i) a neural recorder to 
capture the current neuronal state, (ii) a control algorithm to 
interpret the output of the neural recorder and guide the 
stimulation, and (iii) an optogenetic stimulator that delivers 
stimulation light pulses directed by the control algorithm. 
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Figure 1(b) displays the circuit components of a closed-
loop optogenetic stimulation system. The analogue unit 
detects and amplifies neural signal through two-stage 
amplification and filtration circuitry. The digital unit employs 
a microcontroller to perform sampling and digitization, and 
executes the control algorithm to guide stimulation. A light-
emitting-diode (LED) driver operates the light source. The 
power management unit consists of power management 
circuitry. Some systems also include a data telemetry 
component for sending and receiving data. A recording 
electrode detects neural signal, and the LED provides optical 
stimulation to the target brain regions.  
III. PROPOSED NEURAL RECORDER
The neural recorder is responsible for neural signal 
amplification and filtering. The circuit diagram of the neural 
recorder is shown in Figure 2. 
A. Pre-Amplifier and filter
The pre-amplifier enhances the difference of the signals
detected at reference and neural signal inputs. An 
AD8293G160 amplifier with low-noise, inbuilt filter, and 
filter gain options suitable for portable medical instruments is 
used. It implements a 2-pole filter using only two external 
passive components. Its buffered reference helps eliminate 
the additional op-amp circuitry employed in other existing 
designs [6]. This pre-amplifier is configured to have a gain of 
160 and a 6 KHz low pass cut off frequency. A passive high 
pass filter is also employed with cut off frequency of 300 Hz 
on the output of the pre-amplifier. The output of the high pass 
filter is then directed to the post-amplifier. 
B. Post-Amplifier
Since the measured signal may range from a few
microvolts up to a few millivolts [7], a post-amplifier capable 
of further amplification of the filtered signal is required. The 
AD8237 amplifier has selectable bandwidth and varying gain 
configuration which makes it suitable for our neural recorder 
design. Considering a maximum bandwidth of 10 KHz, 
according to Table I, both gains of 10 and 100 can be used in 
the post-amplifier. This will result in an overall gain of 1600 
or 16000. In case of a lower bandwidth requirement, the 
overall gain can be also set to 160000. 
TABLE I. POST-AMPLIFIER GAINS VERSUS BANDWIDTH 
Pin 1 of AD8237 Gain Max Bandwidth 
-Vs 10 20 KHz 
+Vs 100 10 KHz 
-Vs 1000 2 KHz 
+Vs 1000 1 KHz 
IV. PROPOSED OPTOGENETIC STIMULATOR
The optogenetic stimulator is responsible for sampling 
and digitization of the amplified neural signal, running the 
control algorithm, and managing the operation of the light 
source. The circuit diagram of the optogenetic stimulator is 
shown in Figure 3. 
The optogenetic stimulator comprises a pico-power 
microcontroller ATmega88PA, a constant current light-
emitting-diode (LED) driver CAT4104, two rectifier diodes 
(a)              (b) 
Figure 1. (a) Functional block diagram of a closed-loop optogenetic stimulation system. (b) Components of a closed-loop optogenetic stimulation system. 
Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the neural recorder. 
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MSE1PB, a 475 nm stimulation LED and its terminal, a user 
interface LED, two CR1025 coin batteries, and battery 
holders.   
The device benefits from an ATmega88PA pico-power 8-
bit microcontroller with 8 KB of flash program memory, 512 
KB of EEPROM, and 1 KB of SRAM. The CAT4104 
provides low dropout current sinks to drive high−brightness 
LED per channel. The LED channel current is set by an 
external resistor. The two series rectifier diodes MSE1PB are 
used to reduce the overall battery voltage to 5 V. 
The ATmega88PA runs a program in C language that 
implements the operation of the device including sampling 
and digitization of the output of neural recorder on its 10-bit 
analogue to digital converter channel 0, the control algorithm, 
and issuing the stimulation pulses at the desired time slots. 
Considering the limited computational and memory resources 
offered by ATmega88PA, the control algorithm is 
implemented in an iterative manner.   
V. FEEDBACK CONTROL ALGORITHM
The online closed loop control algorithm involves 
detection and interpretation of neuronal state based on the 
incoming action potentials from the neural recorder. We 
analyzed prerecorded action potential data to determine a 
threshold voltage that distinguishes between neuronal 
abnormality and normality. This was done based on the 
evidence from previous studies that action potential data 
associated with abnormal neuronal state demonstrate higher 
peak values in comparison with that associated with normal 
neuronal state. 
An on-off control strategy was implemented. First, the 
action potentials are extracted using the neural recoding unit. 
Then, the filtered and amplified signals are transferred to the 
microcontroller in the optogenetic stimulator where they are 
smoothed using an exponential moving average filter. This is 
done in an iterative manner resulting in a real-time 
processing of the incoming signals. The optogenetic 
stimulation is turned on when the moving average exceeded a 
threshold value (2.8 V). Then, the moving average is 
monitored to turn off the optogenetic stimulation when the 
moving average goes below the threshold value. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two circular printed circuit boards were designed to host 
the neural recorder and optogenetic stimulator. The diameter 
of each board is 12 mm. The neural recorder and optogenetic 
stimulator were assembled onto their relevant boards. Figure 
4 shows the assembled neural recorder and optogenetic 
stimulator boards. The weight of the device is 1.25 g. The 
total weight of the device and two   CR1025 coin batteries is 
2.41 g making the device suitable as a headmountable 
optogenetic stimulator for use with small rodents in pre-
clinical trials. 
(a) (b)
(c)  (d)  (e) 
Figure 4. Developed device. (a) Assembled neural recorder board. (b) 
Assembled optogenetic stimulator board. (c) Entire device including battery 
holders. (d) Weight of the device without batteries. (e) Weight of the device 
with two CR1025 coin batteries. 
The bench testing of the complete device is carried out in 
two stages using action potential data reconstructed from 
figures in ref. [8]. This data was modified in Matlab to 
include segments associated with normal and abnormal 
neuronal states. The data was then reformatted to make it 
suitable for use with NI myDAQ. It was next sent out through 
the arbitrary waveform generator of NI myDAQ via the 
analogue output (AO-0) to the input of the neural recorder 
(see Figure 5). Then, we displayed the output of the neural 
recorder on an oscilloscope for verification. The output of the 
neural recorder was correctly centered at 2.5 V.   
Figure 3. Circuit diagram of the optogenetic stimulator. 
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Figure 5. Bench testing of the neural recorder board. 
Two neural recorder boards with different gain 
configurations, one with 1600 and another with 16000, were 
tested for amplification and filtration with pass band between 
300 Hz to 6 KHz. An empirical frequency response of the 
neural recorder with the gain of 1600 was constructed using 
Bode plot tool of NI myDAQ (Figure 6). The empirical 
frequency response matches with the simulated frequency 
response. Due to technical restrictions in sending out very 
low amplitude signals with NI myDAQ, the board with 
16000 gain configuration could not be empirically verified. 
Figure 6. Empirical frequency response of the neural recorder. 
To verify the operation of the closed-loop optogenetic 
device, we first applied the action potentials, which represent 
both normal and abnormal neuronal states, to the input of the 
neural recorder using the arbitrary waveform generator of NI 
myDAQ while the output of the neural recorder was 
connected to the input of the optogenetic stimulator. The 
stimulator then applied an exponential moving average filter 
followed by a thresholding on the sampled and digitized 
action potentials. The operation verification was obtained by 
extracting and displaying the optogenetic control (trigger) 
signal on an oscilloscope as shown in Figure 7. The 
optogenetic stimulation pulses were also verified the 20 ms 
10 Hz 1 mW/mm
2
 475 nm light emitted from the LED. The 
in-vivo validation of the device will be carried out in our 
future work and the results will be published in a journal. 
Figure 7. Bench testing of the optogenetic stimulator. 
VII. CONCLUSION
A closed-loop optogenetic stimulation device was 
presented in this paper. It includes a neural recorder, a 
control algorithm, and an optogenetic stimulator. Two 
circular printed circuit boards were designed to host the 
neural recorder and optogenetic stimulator. The diameter of 
each board is 12 mm. The weight of the device is 1.25 g. The 
total weight of the device and two coin batteries is 2.41 g 
making the device suitable as a headmountable optogenetic 
stimulator for use with small rodents in pre-clinical trials. 
The bench testing of the device was carried out with action 
potentials representing the normal/abnormal neuronal states. 
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CHAPTER 6: DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF A CLOSED-
LOOP OPTOGENETIC STIMULATION DEVICE – VERSION 2 
 
The article included in this chapter “A Miniature Closed-Loop Optogenetic Stimulation 
Device” was submitted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and 
Rehabilitation Engineering. 
 
This paper describes the design, development and validation of a miniature CLOS device 
(CLOSv2), which delivers closed-loop optogenetic stimulations based on real-time analysis 
of detected neural activity. CLOSv2 incorporates all the elements of a CLOS system, which 
includes: (i) a custom designed hybrid electrode (HE) to facilitate simultaneous neural 
detection and optical stimulation. The HE with implantable LED reduces the excess power 
consumption and loss of optical output seen in the fibre-coupled LED, (ii) an action potential 
detector (APDv2) that continuously detects the neural response from target neurons, (iii) an 
optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBSv2) that delivers controlled optical stimulations, 
and (iv) a closed-loop control algorithm (CCAv2) that modulates stimulations based on real-
time feedback control. Furthermore, this chapter also presents an in-vitro CLOS test 
environment, in which the CLOSv2 device was validated for its overall device performance 
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Abstract—Closed-loop optogenetic stimulation (CLOS) devices 
deliver feedback-controlled optical stimulations, based on real-
time measurement and analysis of neural responses to 
stimulations. However, the use of large bench-top and tethered 
devices seem to hinder the naturalistic test environment, which is 
crucial in pre-clinical neuroscience studies involving small rodent 
subjects. This paper presents a power-efficient, low-cost, 
tetherless, light-weight and miniaturized head-mountable CLOS 
device. The device comprises of three hardware modules: a hybrid 
electrode (HE), an action potential detector (APD), and an 
optogenetic deep brain stimulator (ODBS). In addition, the device 
consists of three software modules: a feature extractor, a control 
algorithm, pulse generator. The details of the design, 
implementation, and bench-testing of the CLOS device are 
presented. Furthermore, an in-vitro test environment, wherein the 
device is validated for its CLOS performance, is formed. During 
in-vitro validation, the device was able to identify abnormal neural 
signals, and trigger optical stimulation. On the other hand, it was 
able to also distinguish normal neural signals and inhibit optical 
stimulation. The device managed to deliver uninterrupted closed-
loop optical stimulations for over 5 hours. The overall power 
consumption of the device is only 24 mW including the HE, APD, 
and ODBS. The assembled CLOS device measures only 6 mm in 
radius, and weighs only 0.44 g (excluding the power source). The 
proposed CLOS device it is highly suitable for pre-clinical 
neuroscience trials involving freely moving animal subjects. 
Index Terms— Action potential detector, closed-loop control, 
deep brain stimulation, hybrid electrode, optogenetic stimulator. 
I. INTRODUCTION
euroscientists encountered the need for a technology to 
selectively excite or inhibit neural structures of the brain. 
They use electrical deep brain stimulation to modulate target 
brain regions [3]. However, electrical stimulation lacks cell-
specific access during neuromodulation. Therefore, light-based 
stimulation called optogenetics is used to cell-specific 
modulation.  
Optogenetics is a stimulation technique that uses light to 
control the neural activity of the brain [5]. In this method, the 
target neurons is transfected with microbial opsins that are 
sensitive to light. The unique combination of opsins and light 
wavelengths defines the type of neuromodulation (excitation or 
inhibition) of the neurons. In contrast to electrical stimulation, 
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optogenetics provides enhanced spatial and temporal resolution 
during the neural stimulation [5]. 
However, the current implementation of optogenetic 
stimulation is driven by pre-defined or random stimulation 
patterns called open-loop stimulation which disregards the 
neural responses to neural stimulations.  
Closed-loop optogenetic stimulation (CLOS), on the other 
hand, modulates the neurons based on real-time measurement 
and analysis of neural responses. This approach enhances the 
efficacy of neuromodulation [8], and is being explored as an 
option for investigating neuropsychiatric disorders [9], 
particularly for pre-clinical studies involving small animals.  
Krook-Magnuson et al. [1] presented a CLOS device to 
selectively modulate specific-neuron cells upon detection of 
seizure activity in the brain. The device acquired 
electrophysiological readout through electroencephalogram 
(EEG). However, the latter stages of amplification, filtration, 
digitization and control-logic executions relied on a computer 
based setup, which implemented customized seizure detection 
algorithm, followed by on-demand activation of optical output. 
Optical neuromodulation was delivered by a laser source, which 
was controlled by signals generated by a digitizer.  
Laxpati et al. [2] reported a CLOS device using an open-
source platform and commercially available modules. The 
device employed an adapted open-source NeuroRighter 
perform to implement cost-effective real-time closed-loop 
optogenetic neuromodulations. NeuroRighter acquired 
electrophysiological readouts from the target brain region, 
followed by real-time isolation of single cell activity and local-
field potentials, online signal analysis, and visualization. 
Furthermore, NeuroRighter was also responsible for 
performing positive and negative threshold crossing, 
superparamagnetic clustering, signal classification, closed-loop 
control and modulation of stimulation parameters. Optical 
neuromodulations were also delivered using a commercially 
available Plexon LED driver, and associated electronics. The 
overall device implementation was validated in-vivo for both 
open and closed-loop stimulations. 
Nguyen et al. [4] implemented a CLOS device suitable for 
neuro-prosthetic and scientific research applications. The 
device performed a 32-channel low-noise neural recording, 
followed by online signal analysis using spike detection and 
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classification through spike sorting. The stages of signal 
acquisition and online signal processing was carried out using 
Neuralynx system and a custom built Matlab code deployed in 
LabVIEW. In this system, on-demand neuromodulations were 
delivered when a specific spike cluster were identified. Optical 
stimulation was delivered by an LED light-source controlled by 
pulses. The device was validated in vivo and achieved reduced 
delay with overall real-time processing time of 8 ms. 
Newman et al. [6] illustrated an optoclamp based feedback 
control, to deliver real-time closed-loop optical stimulations. A 
59-channel microelectrode array was employed to acquire
electrical neural activity. The stages of online signal analysis
was performed in a RZ2 multichannel bio-acquisition system,
while the optical stimulations were delivered using a high
power LED and custom LED drive circuitry. Alternatively, for
in-vitro implementation, NeuroRighter was employed to
acquire and analyze real-time neural data. The device
demonstrated proportional-integral control and on-off control.
Based on the online control signal, the stimulation parameters
(e.g., light intensity, frequency, and pulse width) were
modulated, which in turn altered the optical output of the light-
source.
Pashaie et al. [7] reported a distinct approach of delivering 
CLOS using micro-electrocorticography (micro-ECoG) 
fabricated on an optically transparent substrate. The device 
performed online signal processing using a computer-based 
setup. The closed-loop algorithm was realized using 
proportional control logic. For which, a pre-defined spatial-
temporal activity was determined to estimate the error signal. 
Based on the calculated deviation, the stimulation parameters 
were modulated until the desired neural response was achieved. 
Optical stimulations were controlled by a programmable digital 
micro-mirror device (DVD), which modulated the optical 
output of the laser and arc-lamp. The device demonstrated a 
single-site and multi-site CLOS suitable for mathematical 
modelling of neural activity.  
Edward et al. [10] implemented a portable CLOS device 
consisting of two modules. A neural recorder module was 
developed to acquire the electrical neural activity of the brain, 
and an optogenetic stimulator was implemented to deliver 
optical stimulations. The device implemented on-off control to 
demonstrate CLOS operation. It employed a fiber-coupled LED 
and associated drive circuitry to deliver on-demand CLOS. The 
device was validated through bench-testing. 
From the above-mentioned review of the few existing CLOS 
implementations, it is evident that most existing approaches 
require tethered benchtop settings to achieve closed-loop 
neuromodulation. A suitable miniaturized device that addresses 
the issues of weight, size, and tethering in CLOS is required.  
This paper presents a light-weight, tetherless, power-
efficient, miniature and head-mountable solution that hosts all 
the necessary components that deliver CLOS to small 
laboratory animals. The design, construction, and evaluation of 
the CLOS device are presented. The device can be easily carried 
by small laboratory animals (e.g., mice) without significant 
disruption of their natural behavior, which makes the device 
suitable for pre-clinical studies. 
II. CLOS SYSTEM
The proposed CLOS device (see Figure 1) consists of two 
components: hardware and software. The hardware component 
comprises three modules: a hybrid electrode (HE), an action 
potential detector (APD), and an optogenetic deep brain 
stimulator (ODBS). The software component consists of three 
modules also: a feature extractor, a control algorithm, and a 
pulse generator. 
Figure 1. Proposed CLOS device. (a) Hybrid electrode. (b) Action 
potential detector. (c) Optogenetic deep brain stimulator. 
The HE hosts two detection electrodes and a stimulation 
LED. The detection electrodes detect the neural signals from 
the target neurons, which are then fed as input to the APD. The 
APD selectively isolates the neural signals from the 
surrounding noise signals, and amplifies them. The APD 
consists of a pre-amplifier, a band pass filter, and a post-
amplifier. The signal from the APD output is then fed to the 
microcontroller in the ODBS. The microcontroller hosts the 
software component which analyses the neural signals and 
implements the closed-loop control algorithm. Based on the 
output of the control algorithm, the microcontroller controls the 
LED driver circuitry, which in turn modulates the LED.  
Within the software component, the feature extractor 
characterizes the neural signals based on their amplitude 
variations. The control algorithm implements a closed-loop on-
off logic. The pulse generator controls the stimulation 
parameters (e.g., pulse width, duty cycle and frequency), 
modulating the LED. 
 Figure 2 displays the integrated headmountable 
configuration of the CLOS device for use with small laboratory 
animals.  
Figure 2. Headmountable configuration. 
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III. HARDWARE COMPONENT
A. Hybrid Electrode
The hybrid electrode is designed to be easily implantable into
the target brain region, and is capable of simultaneous neural 
signal detection and optical stimulation (see Figure 3). In this 
work, the ODBS module is designed to deliver optical 
stimulation to activate light-sensitive protein Channelrhodopsin 
(ChR2). In order to activate ChR2 transfected neurons, 470 nm 
light of 1 mW/mm2 irradiance is required [11]. However, the 
power consumption of LED plays a crucial role in defining the 
operational duration. Lee et al. [12] reported the need for high 
driving current of about 1.0 A for 27mW/mm2 irradiance, which 
was due to poor coupling efficiency of the fiber/LED coupler. 
After detailed review of optical and electrical features of 
various LEDs, Cree chip-LED was employed in our work. Cree 
chip-LEDs are capable of delivering peak optical power output 
of about 33 mW suitable for CLOS. Optical stimulations are 
delivered by the Cree chip-LED DA2432 of size 240 μm × 320 
μm, hosted near the tip of the HE. The neural activity is sensed 
by two detection electrodes of size 150 μm ×150 μm each, 
located adjacent to the LED. One of the electrodes acts as a 
reference input, while the other as the channel input to the APD 
module. The illumination of the LED is controlled by the ODBS 
module. For easier integration of the implantable electrode to 
the headstage (including APD and ODBS), four connecting 
pads with through holes are included near the rear end of the 
HE in a stacked configuration. The HE design and the use of 
onboard chip-LED enhances the device portability. The use of 
chip-LED in the HE also eliminates the optical power losses 
due to the fiber/LED coupling [13]. The entire electrode is 
fabricated on a flexible PCB of size 16 mm in length and 1.2 
mm in width suitable for chronic neuromodulation. The LED is 
hand soldered with the help of ×120 magnifier, and then tested 
along with the APD and ODBS for CLOS. 
B. Action Potential Detector
The APD selectively isolates the action potential (AP)
signals from noise signals, and amplifies them. The AP signals 
occur within a few microvolts, and occupy a frequency range 
from 300 Hz to 6 KHz [14, 15]. To be able to use these signals, 
a high gain and low-noise filtration and amplification circuitry 
would be needed.  
Figure 3. (a) Hybrid electrode. (b) Electrode size. (c) Operation of the 
LED.  
1) Pre-Amplifier
In the pre-amplifier stage, the detected neural signals are
amplified by the Analog Device AD8293 amplifier [16], see 
Figure 4. It provides a fixed gain of ×160. The output of the 
pre-amplifier stage is estimated according to:  
𝑉𝑉out = 𝑉𝑉ref + �
2𝑅𝑅2
𝑅𝑅1
� (𝑉𝑉inp − 𝑉𝑉inn)  (1) 
where Vinp is the positive input terminal of the amplifier, Vinn 
is the negative input terminal of the amplifier, Vref is the 
internal voltage shift set by a voltage divider circuit, and Vout 
is the output of the pre-amplifier stage.  
2) Band Pass Filter
In the band pass filter stage, a two-pole low pass filter and a
passive high pass filter is implemented. Based on the AP
signal characteristics, the high pass and low pass cut-off
frequencies are estimated to be 300 Hz and 6 KHz,
respectively. The AD8293 is configured to perform low pass
filtration with only two external capacitors (C2 and C3), see
Equations (2) to (5). This is followed by a passive high pass
filter with a cut-off frequency of 300 Hz.







𝑛𝑛 − 2  (3) 
Figure 4. Schematic of the action potential detector. 
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Where Fc is the cut-off frequency, and n is the number of 
poles (i.e. n=2 for a two-pole filter). 
3) Post-Amplifier
In the post-amplification stage, the neural signals are
further amplified by a factor of 10, which cumulatively 
provides 64 dB gain. Analog Devices AD8237 micro power 
amplifier is incorporated in this stage [17], see Figure 4. The 
circuit can be reconfigured to achieve varying cumulative 
gain from 160 to 16000. The gain is set using two external 
resistors according to: 




Depending on the required frequency bandwidth and gain 
factor, the bandwidth mode is set via Pin 1 of AD8237. In 
this design, R1 and R2 values are configured to achieve ×10 
gain within a 10 KHz frequency range, in order to fulfil the 
AP signal characteristics.  
The printed circuit board (PCB) of the APD was designed 
using EAGLE. The choice of electronic components and the 
compact PCB design significantly downsized the APD 
module, and also ensured robust coupling to the ODBS and 
the HE. The radius of the fabricated and assembled APD is 
about 6 mm.  
C. Optogenetic Deep Brain Stimulator (ODBS)
The ODBS samples and digitizes the amplified neural signal,
runs the control algorithm, and operates the light source. The 
circuit diagram of the optogenetic stimulator is shown in Figure 
5. The optogenetic stimulator comprises a pico-power
microcontroller ATtiny 44A, a constant current LED driver
CAT4104, a port for connection to a 475 nm stimulation LED,
and an on-board LED for interaction with the user.
The device benefits from an Atmel ATtiny 44A 
microcontroller [18]. It is a high-performance pico-power 8-bit 
microcontroller featuring 4KB flash program memory, 256B 
data SRAM, 256B EEPROM, 12 general purpose I/O lines, an 
8-bit timer/counter, a 16-bit timer/counter, internal and external
interrupts, an 8-channel 10-bit A/D converter, a programmable
watchdog timer, an internal calibrated oscillator, and four
power saving modes. The microcontroller can operate with a
voltage source within the range 1.8-5.5 V. Its program memory
can be reprogrammed in-system through an SPI serial interface.
The microcontroller is supported by a suite of programs as well
as system development tools such as C compiler. Atmel Studio
is an integrated development platform for developing and
debugging the Atmel microcontroller based applications. A
100nF capacitor is used between the VCC and GND pins of the
microcontroller to bypass any undesired high-frequency signals
to ground. A pulse width modulation (PWM) signal is
generated on bit 5 of Port A. The signal is used to control the
operation of the stimulation LED through the LED driver
CAT4104. Three 100 µF capacitors are used to smooth out
current surges during the pulsing of the stimulation LED.
Figure 5. Schematic of the optogenetic deep brain stimulator. 
The devices employs a quad channel constant current LED 
driver CAT4104 [19]. It facilitates 4 matched low dropout 
current sinks to drive high−brightness LED strings up to 175 
mA per channel. The LED channel current is set by an external 
resistor connected to the RSET pin according to: 
𝐼𝐼LED ≅ 100 × 1.2𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅SET       (7)  
A 10 kΩ resistor is thus used to set the LED current to 12 mA 
on each channel with a total of 48 mA on the four channels. The 
EN/PWM logic input supports the device enable and high 
frequency external PWM dimming control. Figure 6 shows the 
assembled APD and ODBS boards.  
Figure 6. Assembled boards. (a) APD. (b) ODBS. 
D. Power Source
The entire CLOS device is powered by a 3.7 V 30 mAh
Lithium Ion Polymer battery, for the duration of per-clinical 
studies. This power source allows uninterrupted operation of 
the CLOS device for over 5 hours, making it suitable for pre-
clinical neuroscience studies. 
E. Integration of the CLOS Device
The three hardware modules including the HE, APD, and
ODBS are integrated as shown in Figure 7. The device weighs 
only 0.44 g excluding the battery and 1.07 g with the battery. 
The electronic circuity, PCB design, and the stacked 
architecture of the CLOS device enhances the overall device 
portability. The device can be easily head-mounted on small 
rodents in pre-clinical settings. 
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Figure 7. CLOS device. (a) Connections between the hardware 
modules. (b)Weight of the device with battery. (c) Weight of the device 
without battery. (d) Integrated CLOS device. 
IV. SOFTWARE COMPONENT
The software was developed in C language and uploaded into 
the ATtiny 44A in the ODBS.  The pseudo-code for the program 
is presented in Figure 8. 
A. Feature Extractor
In the feature extractor, the acquired neural signals are
characterized based on their amplitude variations. The analog 
neural signals from the APD output are received by the analog 
to digital converter (ADC) of the microcontroller. These signals 
are digitized by the ADC. For each sample, the amplitude value 
is measured (Vm). This value is then used in the control 
algorithm to perform on-off control logic. 
B. Control Algorithm
The control algorithm implements a closed-loop on-off
control logic. Initially, the distorted neural signals are examined 
for their maximum amplitude. A threshold value (Vt) is set 
slightly above this value, in order to differentiate the abnormal 
neural activity from the normal neural activity. In our 
implementation, the threshold value is estimated to be 2.5 V. A 
stimulation timeout counter (Sc) is allocated. For each sample, 
the measured value (Vm) is compared against the threshold 
value. If the measured value exceeds the threshold value, the 
stimulation timeout counter is reset, and the stimulation is 
disabled. Otherwise, the counter is incremented. When the 
counter content goes above a set value, the stimulation is 
enabled. 
C. Pulse generator
The pulse generator controls the stimulation parameters (e.g., 
pulse width, duty cycle and frequency) and modulates the LED 
output. The stimulation parameters are set based on the required 
optical output. If the stimulation is disabled, then pulses are not 
triggered and the LED is turned OFF.  If the stimulation is 
enabled, then pulses are triggered and the LED is turned ON.  
Figure 8. Pseudo-code for the software component. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The evaluation of the device is carried out in three stages: 
with the hybrid electrode, with the action potential detector, and 
with the integrated CLOS device.  
A. Evaluation Setup for Hybrid Electrode
The hybrid electrode is analyzed for two operations: (1)
signal detection, and (2) optical output. 
The detection electrodes are analyzed in-vitro by injecting 
synthetic neural signal through NI myDAQ into a saline 
solution. The saline solution is prepared with 9 g of NaCl per 
liter of water [20]. The signals detected by the electrodes were 
continuously recorded and then analyzed in MATLAB. The 
signals were compared against the input signals using root-
mean square in MATLAB. The results showed less than 3% 
deviation between the two signals.   
The optical output of the LED was analyzed using a Thorlabs 
PDA36A-EC sensor and an oscilloscope, see Figure 9. The 
LED output was controlled by a pulse width modulation 
(PWM) signal generated by the ODBS. The LED was driven 
with varying PWM duty cycles, and the corresponding optical 
output and power consumption were measured. 
Feature Extractor: 
1. Receive analog neural data from the APD
through Pin 15 (ADC 7).
2. Perform analog to digital conversion.
3. Measure the amplitude value of each sample.
Control Algorithm: 
4. Set the threshold value to distinguish normal
from abnormal neural state.
5. Reset the stimulation timeout counter.
6. Compare the measured value against the
threshold value for each sample.
7. If the measured value is greater than the
threshold value, reset the stimulation timeout
counter.
a. When the stimulation timeout
counter is reset, disable stimulation.
b. Go to Step 9.
8. If the measured value is less than the
threshold value, increment the stimulation
timeout counter.




9. Set the stimulation parameters (frequency,
pulse width and duty cycle) based on the
required optical output.
10. If the stimulation is disabled, do not generate
pulses to drive the LED.
11. If the stimulation is enabled, generate pulses
to drive the LED.
12. Go to Step 1.
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Figure 9. Setup for the HE analysis. 
B. Evaluation Setup for Action Potential Detector
Bench-Testing Setup: 
 Bench-testing of the APD was performed in two test 
environments: (i) with sine signals generated by a function 
generator, and (ii) with synthetic neural signals generated by 
LabVIEW.  
In both test environments, a power supply was used to power 
the APD, and its output was monitored by the oscilloscope. The 
input signal was either generated by a function generator or 
LabVIEW, see Figure 10. In both instances, the input signal was 
voltage divided to generate two waveforms of varying 
amplitudes, which served as the reference and channel input to 
the APD. The APD amplified and filtered the differential input. 
The gain and frequency response of the APD were measure 
by applying sine signals of varying frequencies from 100 Hz to 
10 KHz at a constant amplitude. Bode analysis was performed 
using NI myDAQ and NI ELVISmx Bode Analyzer tool. The 
analog input channel AI0 acted as the stimulus channel and the 
analog input channel AI1 acted as the response channel. 
Figure 50. Bench-testing setup for the APD evaluation. (a) With sine 
signal. (b) With synthetic neural signal.  
In-Vitro Test Setup: 
In-vitro testing of the APD was performed in two test 
environments: (i) with sine signals generated by a function 
generator, and (ii) with synthetic neural signals generated by 
LabVIEW. The in-vitro test setup aims to reproduce the neural 
detection conditions within the brain, see Figure 11. The HE 
consists of the detection electrodes and the stimulation LED. 
For the APD validation, only the detection electrodes are 
utilized. One additional wire electrode is used to inject 
sine/synthetic neural signals into the saline solution. For testing 
with the sine signals, the input signals are generated by the 
function generate within the frequency spectrum of the AP 
signals (i.e. 300 Hz to 6 KHz), see Figure 11 (a). For testing 
with synthetic neural signals, the signals are generated by the 
NI ELVISmx Arbitrary Waveform generator tool and NI 
myDAQ, see Figure 11 (b). Then, the generated signals are fed 
to the simulation electrode through the analog output port of NI 
myDAQ (AO0). 
Figure 61. In-vitro test setup for the APD evaluation. (a) With sine 
signal. (b) With synthetic neural signal. 
C. In-Vitro Evaluation Setup for CLOS Device
In-vitro CLOS test setup reproduces the closed-loop
optogenetic stimulation condition within the brain. Apart from 
the HE, one additional wire electrode is used to inject synthetic 
neural signals into the saline solution. For testing the CLOS 
device, two synthetic neural signals are generated by the 
LabVIEW program, see Figure 12.  
The optical stimulations were initiated, when the detected 
neural response met a specified criteria set in the control 
algorithm. This criterion was characterized as undesirable 
neural signal, during which neuromodulation was required. 
Upon neuromodulation, undesirable neural signals were altered 
to attain normal neural activity. Therefore, to simulate an in-
vitro CLOS test environment, two synthetic neural signals of 
varying signal features are generated by the LabVIEW 
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program. One waveform with low amplitude and spike count is 
considered as abnormal neural signal. Another waveform with 
comparatively high amplitude and spike count is considered as 
normal neural signal.  
Figure 72. Pseudo-code for LabVIEW program. 
The main challenge was to replicate optical stimulations, in 
which neural activity is altered upon optical stimulation. The 
simulation of optical neuromodulation was realized by a 
photodiode. The VTB8440BH photodiode was used to detect 
optical stimulations from the LED, which triggered normal 
neural signals through LabVIEW program. Otherwise, the 
LabVIEW program initiated abnormal neural signals. The 
generated neural signals were fed to the simulation electrode 
through the analog output of NI myDAQ, see Figure 13.  
Figure 83. In-vitro validation of the CLOS device. (a) In-vitro setup. 
(b) Photodiode and LED setup. (c) In-vitro evaluation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Evaluation Results of Hybrid Electrode:
The detection electrodes immersed in the saline solution
were able to actively detect the neural signals. The comparison 
of the detected signals matched the waveform pattern of the 
actual input signals. The results show almost null measurable 
distortion in the output waveform.  
The optical measurement showed linear relationship between 
the PWM duty cycle and the output voltage. The power 
consumption with and without the LED corresponding to 
varying PWM duty cycle of the LED was analyzed. Power 
consumption increased proportional to the PWM duty cycle. At 
100% duty cycle, the overall power consumption was 18 mW 
(including the ODBS and LED), of which ~30% was 
contributed by the LED. Thus, it is evident that the stimulation 
parameters not only influence the optical output, but also the 
power consumption. The results also indicate that implantable 
chip-LEDs exhibit better optical efficacy, compared to fiber-
coupled light-sources.  
B. Evaluation Results of Action Potential Detector
Bench-Testing Results:
Considering ideal op-amps, the APD is estimated to provide 
×1600 gain between 300 Hz and 6 KHz frequency range. 
Initially, the empirical response of APD was constructed using 
sine signals. The results matched the theoretical estimation of 
gain and cut-off frequency of APD, see Figure 14. A flat 
passband frequency response was observed between 300 Hz 
and 6 KHz. Output signal were observed with noise interference 
and distortion at frequencies below 300 Hz and above 6 KHz, 
which were out of the passband frequency range. The measured 
gain factor achieved a maximum gain of about 60 dB within the 
passband.  
Figure 94. Output of APD. (a) For input sine signal below 300 Hz. (b) 
For input sine signal of 1 KHz. (c) For input sine signal greater than 
6 KHz. (d) Plot of APD output at varying frequency range and constant 
amplitude. 
The empirical frequency response of the APD was 
constructed using NI myDAQ and NI ELVISmx Bode Analyzer 
tool. The empirical frequency response matched the simulated 
response, see Figure 15. Because of technical limitations in 
Begin 
1. Set a threshold on the output voltage of photodiode.
2. Read the output of the photodiode.
3. Compare the photodiode output against the
threshold value.
4. If photodiode output is greater than the threshold
value (LED ON), inject normal neural signals through
the analog output of NI myDAQ. Go to step 2.
5. If photodiode output is less than the threshold value
(LED OFF), inject abnormal neural signals through
the analog output of NI myDAQ. Go to step 2.
End 
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applying very low input voltage using myDAQ, higher gain 
configurations of the APD could not be analyzed. 
Figure 105. Empirical frequency response of the APD. 
In-Vitro Test Results: 
After analyzing the APD gain and frequency response, we 
evaluated the APD for the AP signal detection, under in-vitro 
test condition. The output waveform recorded from the APD 
output during in-vitro validation is presented in Figure 16. The 
APD output waveform verified the theoretical estimates of 
amplification and filtration. Further, the output was compared 
against the input neural signal, and measured almost null 
distortion.  
Figure 116. APD output during in-vitro validation. 
C. In-Vitro Evaluation Results of CLOS Device
During the in-vitro validation of the CLOS device, the
LabVIEW was used to inject abnormal signals during no optical 
stimulations. These signals were sensed and processed by the 
CLOS device, which immediately triggered optical 
stimulations by turning the LED ON. During LED ON, the 
LabVIEW injected normal neural signals to the saline solution. 
The CLOS device sensed and processed the normal neural 
signals, and hence terminates optical stimulation, see Figure 17. 
Figure 17. The stimulation control signal of the CLOS device. 
In addition, a further CLOS validation was also carried out 
using synthetic neural data that combined both normal and 
abnormal neural signals. Herein, a stream of alternating normal 
and distorted synthetic neural signals were created using the 
LabVIEW waveform editor. This data was injected into the 
saline solution using NI myDAQ. The CLOS device turned the 
stimulation ON upon identification of the abnormal neural 
activity, otherwise, turned OFF the stimulation during normal 
neural activity, see Figure 18. Thus, this confirmed the 
instantaneous capability of the CLOS device to deliver real-
time closed-loop optogenetic stimulations. There was no 
measurable delay during CLOS. Thus, the CLOS device 
demonstrated fast and simple closed-loop optogenetic 
stimulation operation.  
Figure 18. In-vitro test results of the CLOS device. 
Table 1 shows a comparison of the developed CLOS device 
against a number of existing counterparts. Krook-Magnuson et 
al. [1] used off-the-self components except for the implanted 
electrode and optic fiber. Similarly, Laxpati et al. [2] and 
Newman et al. [6] employed the open-source NeuroRighter, 
which is a platform dedicated for multi-electrode recording and 
stimulation, for closed-loop neuromodulation. These systems 
are bulky and require animal anesthetics or caging during in-
vivo experimentations. This issue is addressed in our head-
mountable and tetherless CLOS device, which enables free 
movement of animals during in-vivo trials. 
A main challenge in the realization of miniature CLOS 
devices is the incorporation of the entire software components 
on-board of the device. Although Nguyen et al. [4] developed a 
custom device for CLOS, their neural signal analysis and 
closed-loop control modules were implemented in MATLAB 
and LabVIEW on an external computer. Similarly, other 
devices also required either MATLAB, LabVIEW or 
NeuroRighter platforms. Whereas, the CLOS device hosts the 
entire software on-board of the device. 
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Nevertheless, the CLOS device also incorporated a power-
efficient hybrid electrode. The use of a chip-LED instead of 
LED coupled with optic fiber eliminated the optical output 
losses due to low coupling efficiencies, improved the device 
operation duration and reduced the electrode size. Because of 
the small size of the LED, we were able to integrate both 
detection electrodes and stimulation LED into a single flexible 
board of the size 16 mm in length and 1.2 mm in width. The 
electrode design also improved the operation duration of the 
CLOS device from 2 hours to more than 5 hours, due to the 
reduced power requirement to drive the LED. Furthermore, the 
device cost was reduced from reported pricing of $12,000 [2] 
to less than $30. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented the design, implementation, and validation 
of a light-weight, portable, tetherless and miniature closed-loop 
optogenetic stimulation (CLOS) device, suitable for pre-
clinical trials with small laboratory animals. The device is 
validated for its CLOS operation, and has demonstrated its 
capacity to deliver instantaneous feedback controlled optical 
stimulations for prolonged operational duration. The entire 
device is powered by a battery and operated for over 5 hours 
which is suitable for pre-clinical neuroscience studies. On the 
other hand, there is room for improvement in terms of the 
control algorithm, and multi-channel detection and stimulation 
configuration. Next, the CLOS device will be tested through in-
vivo validations under pre-clinical laboratory settings. 
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
The primary focus of this thesis was how to design and build a miniaturized tetherless closed-
loop optogenetic stimulation (CLOS) device with real-time feedback. The hypothesis was that 
creating a miniaturized CLOS device not only allows real-time feedback control over optical 
neuromodulation, but also improves the efficacy of stimulation. This approach facilitates 
chronic neuromodulations suitable for investigating neurological disorders. In this research 
work, a miniature CLOS device was designed and developed. 
The major contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
 
1. The design of implantable miniaturized hybrid electrode (HE) which employs both 
recording electrodes and stimulating light source to suit the CLOS system. The HE 
design integrates two individual electrodes into one implantable module. 
2. The miniature CLOS device which implements feedback loop and provides 
instantaneous optical stimulations based on real-time analysis of detected neural 
activity using on- board electronics, instead of cumbersome bench-top devices. 
3. The miniaturized CLOS device which is designed to be lightweight, headmountable 
and power-efficient, making it suitable for chronic closed-loop optical neuromodulation 
in preclinical setting using small rodents. 
4. The implementation of miniature CLOS device which improves the efficacy of 
neuromodulation by providing a realistic test environment without restricting the 
subject’s naturalistic behaviour. 
5. The development of in-vitro test setup which provides a simulation environment for 
validating the CLOS operation of the device. 
7-2  
While closed-loop optical neuromodulation is regarded as an effective technique, the use of 
bulkier and tethered bench-top devices have limited its efficacy in providing chronic 
neuromodulation under realistic test conditions. In the developed CLOS device, the major 
bottleneck of delivering CLOS stimulation in pre-clinical setting is resolved with the design 
and development of a miniaturized device. Unlike prevalent bulkier closed-loop stimulation 
systems, the CLOS device is capable of delivering prolonged and feedback-controlled optical 
stimulation under natural test conditions. The entire device is designed to be lightweight, 
portable, power-efficient and easily headmountable onto small rodents in pre-clinical studies. 
It is demonstrated that the miniature CLOS device could facilitate chronic feedback-controlled 
neuromodulations suitable for investigational neuroscience studies, which could support the 
development of therapeutic and diagnostic procedure for neurological disorders. 
 
In this research, a detailed study on the need for CLOS in neuroscience studies, the importance 
of device miniaturization, and the associated engineering challenges in the development of a 
miniature CLOS device is presented. This is followed by a discussion of the key elements of a 
CLOS system and its discrete role in the development of a CLOS device. Then, an overview 
of the proposed miniature CLOS device architecture, which contemplates on the necessary 
engineering and biological aspects is presented. To my knowledge, the CLOS device is the first 
to demonstrate CLOS using a portable microelectronic device that is wholly head-mountable. 
The thesis also describes the stages of design, development and validation of the individual 
components, followed by the integration of the CLOS device and its in-vitro validation. The 
final part of the thesis presents the performance and validation results of the CLOS device, as 




There are certain limitations to the research that include: 
 
1. The CLOS is predominantly employed in pre-clinical studies, therefore the proposed 
device is designed for application with small rodents in pre-clinical settings, not 
human subjects. 
2. The APD module is entirely designed as analog circuitry; however, its application 
could be extended to target varying bio-potentials by incorporating programmable 
digital electronics. 
3. The use of simple and fast on-off control logic can be further extended to more 
sophisticated algorithms to suit complex real-time signal analysis. This requires the 
use of more sophisticated electronics capable of handling the increased 
computational load. 
4. The HE, APD, and ODBS are designed to suite single-channel neural detection and 
stimulation, which can be extended to multi-channel depending on application needs. 
5. Due to the limitation on the duration of this research work and also the difficulty in 
accessing a biological laboratory, in-vivo validation of the device has not been 
carried out yet. The in-vivo validation will be carried out with the help of our 
collaborators in the near future. 
In future implementations, it is evident that the use of more intricate closed-loop control 
algorithm that contemplates multiple signal characteristics, control-theory and stimulation 
parameters will improve the efficacy of CLOS. Furthermore, expanding a single-channel 
system to a multi-channel one will allow the investigation of interdependencies of multiple 
brain regions. This could be beneficial in computational modelling of brain functionality, 
leading to a significant shift in prevailing therapeutic techniques. In fact, notable attempts 
aimed at demonstrating closed-loop and multi-channel optogenetic stimulation have 




of microfabrication and microelectronics in the development of an entirely portable, 
headmountable and standalone CLOS device that could allow prolonged response-dependent 
optical stimulations. Such miniature CLOS devices are highly regarded in pre-clinical 
studies, and are envisioned for the development of therapeutics and diagnostics for 
neurological disorders. For future in-vivo validation of the miniature CLOS device, 
neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s diseases, epilepsy and tremor will be explored. 
For example, Krook-Magnuson et al. [9] used biomarkers defined using spike features, 
signal power and frequency properties of the neural activity. These biomarkers were then 
utilized to trigger optical stimulations to modulate specific neuron population (e.g., principal 
cells or GABAergic cells). This experimentation demonstrated the capability of CLOS to 
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